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Add/ drop form 
earns approval 
By Scott Card 
The rush to add and drop 
classes has been made simpler 
because of the introduction of 
a new computerized add/drop 
form. The old add/ drop cards 
have been traded for the more 
favorable form. 
According to Registrar Ste-
phanie Thomas, executive di-
rector of Administrative Ser-
vices , the switch was made 
because the form allows stu-
dents to add or drop courses 
much faster and is easier to 
handle than the cards. 
The. new forms are optically 
scanned by computers here on 
campus . Names of students 
adding classes appear on rosters 
three days to a week after the 
class is added. It takes the same 
amount of time for a person's 
name to disappear from the 
roster when dropping a class. 
Previously, add/ drop cards 
had to be sept to Amesbury, 
Massachusetts where they were 
sorted and read by machine. The 
names of students adding a 
course often would not appear 
on the roster. Names of those 
ADD, page 12 
Physicians explain 
risks of AIDS virus 
By Cynthya Cumings 
What is you're risk of getting 
AIDS? "If you'r not sexually 
involved with someone who has 
the AIDS virus, and you're not 
shooting up drugs and sharing 
needles with someone who has 
the AIDS virus," said Dr. Sil-
verman of Massachusets Gener-
al Hospital, "your chances of 
getting AIDS are slimmer than 
your chances of getting struck 
by lightning." 
Homosexual and bisexual 
men, intraveneous drug users 
and hemophiliacs have been 
labeled high risk groups by the 
Center for Disease Control in 
Atlanta, Georgia. "There is no 
mystery anymore about how the 
disease is transmitted," said Dr. 
Haseltine of the Dana-Farber 
Cancer Institute, "We know it 
is transmitted by needle and by 
sexual contact." 
A common fear of AIDS is 
casual contagion. To date there 
are no cases of AIDS linked to 
causes other than sexual trans-
mission, injection of an infected 
needle, or being born with AIDS 
from an infected parent. 
I 
UNH student Pete Camello enjoying the last of the summer weather between classes. (Nancy 
Bragdon photo) 
UNH Health Services can 
assist students who are con-
cerned . that they have been 
exposed to the AIDS virus. Dr. 
Patterson said for a fee a sample 
of blood can be taken at Hood 
House and sent to the Depart-
ment of Health for testing. 
75 % of AIDS victims are 
homosexual or bisexual men, 
20% are intraveneous di:ug 
AIDS, page 19 
New medical plan 
meets opposition 
.By Leonard E. Dodge 
A sharp rise in medical claims 
this year has led to unpopular 
proposals for drastic changes 
in the University System em-
ployees' medical plans. 
In fiscal 1985 medical claims 
climbed .$700,000 from 
$3,600,000 in 1984. This is an 
increase of 20 percent, equival- · 
ent to three times the rise of 
~..,-.,.. ........ _. .... .,.. the cost of living. Medical care 
payments have doubled since 
1980, from $2,000,000 to today's 
$4.3 million. 
Accordi,ng to a report filed 
by Kaspar Marking, Chancellor 
of the University System, the 
University System will have to 
set aside an additional $1.2 
million, or an additional $400 
per employ~e to cover increased 
medical claims. 
Since medical claims are ris-
ing so fast, the U riiversity 
system will be forced to budget 
more money for medical and 
fringe benefit plans. Registrar 
Stephanie Thomas, executive 
director for Administrative 
Services at UNH, said, "Stu-
dents should be aware of these 
medical increases, since nearly 
50 percent of the University's 
resources come from students 
tuition." 
"If medical claims increase 
the way they are now, in the end, 
students will end up paying," 
said Thomas. 
Currently, University System 
employees have a deductible of 
EXPENSIVE, page 22 
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Jarry Stearns still giving after all these years 
Jarry Stearns (right) and Dottie Young are busily recruiting blood donors at UNH again 
this year. (Nancy Bragdon photo) · 
Program provides experience 
By Debbie St. Louis 
"Lights, camera, action!" The 
microphones come on, the ca-
meras whirr i'nto life and the 
. world of the TV station opens 
up to a UNH student. As a 
production assistant for the 
Canton Cable Station, Scott 
Harris, a senior Communica-
tions major, participated in a 
field experience he said was both 
enjoyable and a valuable learn-
ing experience. 
· - The summer Field Expe-
rience program, run by the 
Division of Continuing Educa-
tion (DCE) began in 1978. It 
was established as a coordinat-
ing· service for certain depart-
ments in the University such 
as Liberal Arts that didn't have 
their own practical experience 
or _internship programs said 
Program Director Robert 
McCaffery. From there it grew, 
incorporating more depart-
ments into the program and 
providing practical and valuable 
experience in a variety of fields, 
he said. " DCE's goal," said 
McCaffery, "is to provide a 
supervised, structured work-
place for students to develop 
the skills they need." McCaffery 
added that the program serves 
forty four major departments 
in four undergraduate colleges. 
The DCE office works with 
students individually to cry and 
match their goals and interests 
with a particular job that will 
allow them to develop skills in 
the area. McCaffery said he 
added that they also have an 
extensive program to recruit 
companies and urge them to 
hire UNH students. Some of 
these companis include: GTE 
Sylvania, IBM, WBZ-TV, 
WERZ Radio, and Xerox Cor-
poration. 
The summer Field Expe-
rience Program was very suc-
cessful this summer, McCaffery 
said. One third of the applicants 
. DCE, page 24 
NEWS_ IN BRIEF 
By Charlene Cloney 
So many people to call and 
arrangements to make. Nurses 
must be contacted, qecoration 
and refreshment committees 
formed, past volunteers located, 
and parking problems solved. 
.. I love what I'm doing, but 
I feel like my head is spinning," 
said Jarry Stearns, Chapter 
Chairperson of the Red Cross 
in Durham. She is preparing for 
another blood drive at UNH, 
which will run September 23-
27, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the 
MUB. The fall theme celebrates 
the 35th birthday for the Dur-
ham Red Cross. 
· HJ love what I'm 
doing, but I feel 
like m_v head is spin- · 
. " ntng. 
"There's 34 years in there," 
said Stearns pointing to a closet 
filled with decorations and 
momentos from past blood 
drives. A half made paper cake 
sits in the corner. "She's going 
to sit on the cake," said Stearns 
picking up a papier-mache doll. 
"She's 35 years old." 
"Do you mind if I smoke? I 
don't really need to but its 
helping me considerably. I go 
through a panic getting 
volunteers," said Stearns as she 
made her way towards the living 
room. She sat in a blue velvet 
chair, put her feet on a stool and 
lit a cigarette. · 
Getting volunteers isn't all 
that Stearns is worried about. 
She said she is also concerned 
that the uproar over A.I.D.S. 
(Acquired Immune Defficiency 
Syndrome) may scare away 
potential donors. "The regular 
donors are still giving. Its the 
new people that are scared," 
Stearns explained, "each needle 
is sterilized and packaged for 
use by only one donor. After it 
is used it is put in a metal 
container and brought back to 
our labs to be destroyed by our 
lab technicians". 
"The way AIDS is presented 
to the public, its almost.like a A 
witch hunt. Now they've decided 
it started in Africa with the 
monkeys," she said, "I have done 
this so long that I'm a Ii ttle 
emotional." 
Stearns; a widow, joined the 
Red Cross in 1943 as a recrea-
tion director for the army. She 
said she joined during World 
War II because she wanted to 
do something to help. Her 
duties included visiting the 
prison and psychiatric wards 
of a hospital. "I loved going in 
there because tne kids really 
needed someone to talk to," she 
said. She met her husband in 
1951, and moved to Durham. 
At this time she participated 
in Durham's first blood drive _ 
. held in UNH's New Hampshire 
Hall. In 1952 she became Chap-
ter Chairperson in Ourham. 
Since then 82,919 pints of blood 
have been donated through 
blood drives in Durham. 
"Throughout the decades, the 
kids always look different, but 
they all care, the ones t~at.I see," 
says Stearns, "the ones that can't 
come tell me they're sorry." 
Stearns leans torward tn her 
chair, taking a long drag from 
her cigarette. She explains that 
· the stacks of papers on the t.v. 
stand are lists of people to call 
and things yet to do. "It almost 
falls together," she said, "I don't 
knowhow." 
Seabro·ok 
to · heat up again 
UNH third in arrests Newmarket out of cans 
Out of 180 colleges attending the annual spring 
break lunacy in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, UNH 
came in third place for number of arrests made 
between March 3 and Easter Sunday 1985, according 
to the Fort Lauderdale News and Sun Sentinela. 
First place finishers in the 1985 Spring Break 
arrest competition were the University of Maryland -
and Michigan State with nine arrests a piece. Second 
place was also a tie between Ohio State and the 
United States Naval Academy, each with six arrests. 
UM ass tied UNH for a very close third with five 
arrests. 
All arrests were for misdemeanors. 
Buckle up a must 
The Massachusetts Senate passed a bill Wednesday 
that would make seat belts mandatory in the state. · 
The seat belt bill passed by the Senate and a 
measure already passed by the Hou,se would require 
all automobile passengers to wear seat belts or be 
liable for a $15 fine beginning January 1, 1986. 
Police delivery workers, bus passengers, and some 
handicapped persons would be exempt. 
' Police could only enforce the law if the car has 
been pulled ov~r for another reason. · 
The New Hampshire Supreme Court ruled 
Wednesday that full scale construction on the 
troubled-Seabrook power plant may continue 
through December 31st. 
This decision will allow 2000 workers slated to 
be laid off later this month to continue working. 
Memorial road race 
in Eliot 
The John Burridge Memorial Road Race will be 
run Saturday, October 12 in Eliot, Maine. 
Proceeds from the 6.2 mile race will go towards 
the promotion of new athletic activities in the town 
of Eliot. Prizes will be awarded in each of the four 
categories. 
' Those interested can contact the Eliot town hall. 
Knicks get Ewing 
Patrick Ewing is officially a professional basketba~l 
player, having signed a multi-yea~ contract for multI-
millions with the New York Kmcks. 
The 7-foot, 25 3 pound cen.ter' s con.tract guarant~es 
him approximately $17 million for SIX years, makmg 




The w<;>rd from the Lakes Region Disposal 
company IS that Newmarket has reached the limit 
on the number of trash containers supplied by the 
company. 
A contract signed three years ago stated that there 
was to be a specific number of dumpsters to be placed 
in Newmarket and the town has already reached 
that number. Additional dumpsters will cost 
Newmarket residents more money. 
Woman . surprise 
has 
birth 
Just an hour and a half before the grossly 
overweight Sharon Harnitz gave birth to a bouncing-
baby boy she found out she was pregnant. 
Harnitz woke up last Sunday and "felt pressure" 
from what whe thought was a bladder infection. 
"I thought I was going through an early 
menopause," said the happy 41-year-old mother _ 
ot three. 
• J I ' r '· - , .. ,, l .., ... •1J 
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Multi-purpose Activities Center proposed 
By Alan Adelman 
"As far as I'm concerned, this 
is the last shot," said Recrea-
tional Sports Director Michael 
O'Neil. "The students need a 
place to go." 
Influenced by a concerned 
Student Senate, and frustrated 
students alike, O'Neil has de-
cided the inevitable has finally 
occurred. "An indoor athletic 
facility with all usage priority 
going to the general student is 
what I have in mind." 
O'Neil and a committee con-
sisting primarily of John Davis, 
1984-85 Student Body president, 
Lynn Heyliger, assistant Recrea- · 
tional Sports director, and Art 
Proulx, president of SCOPE 
(Student Committee on Popular 
Entertainment), have a good 
idea where and what the facility 
would consist of. 
The estimated cost of con-
struction_ is $1,018,000. "All 
. other obstacles have been 
cleared," said O'Neil. "If we had 
the funds, the CAC could be 
ready within 4-5 months." 
O'Neil said the blueprints for 
the proposed construction of 
the 130' by 300' Campus Activ-
ities Center (C.A.C.) are prob-
ably a very good estimation as 
to how it will actually turn out. 
"The CAC will be constructed 
at the present site of the Field 
House tennis courts. The courts 
would be moved up above." 
Proulx. "I just want to make sure 
that if the CAC is built, it will 
be an adequate concert hall." 
"We want an all-purpose 
facility. What we're looking at 
are three basketball courts side . · 
by side, three running lanes 
around the perimeter, and a 
weight facility, probably Nau-
tilus, at one end." Rape: helping the victims Said O'Neil, "Although gener-
al student usage is the number 
didn't believe me when I said one priority, I'm sure the CAC 
As with anything else of 
bureaucratic nature, money is 
the all-conclusive factor. Fund-
ing is the only remaining retard-
ant. "The whole thing's a great 
idea, but as of yet there is no 
source of funding. The normal 
procedure is to submit a prop-
osal to the Concord Capital 
Budget. The problem being 18 
other proposals already have 
priority," said Davis. 
By Edmund Mander 
On Tuesday, August 20, at 
11 :45 p.m., a woman was as-
saulted by two men and raped, 
near the small bridge behind 
Pettee House. 
The men were wearing black 
knitted ski masks with red trim 
around the eyes, nose and 
mouth. The mouths of the 
masks were stitched shut and · 
the men did not speak. 
This statement was released 
this week by Dean Emily Modre, 
academic counselor and rape 
victim counselor at the Dean 
of Students Office, as art of 
Jeanne Wetherby 
a renewed effort by the U niver-
sity administration to address 
the issue of rape at UNH. 
Seven victims reported that 
they had been raped last year. 
But Moore said she believes 
there were many others who 
chose not to come forward. 
According to Moore, the 
"jumping out of the bushes" 
type of rape is comparatively 
rare at UNH. But acquaintance 
rape, in which the victim has 
had some previous association 
with her attacker, is much more 
common than records indicate, 
she. said. 
The victim of an acquaintance 
rape often feels partly to blame, 
·and hesitates to report the 
incident, Moore said. After the 
rape has occurred, the woman 
can be left with the impression 
that something she did or said 
prior to the ctime might have 
lead the man to believe she 
wanted intercourse. 
"Nobody asks to get raped at 
all,'' More said. When a woman 
says "no" she should expect to 
be taken at her word. 
Potential victims include 
freshmen, who through naivete 
can "put themselves into a 
position of vulnerability without 
realizing it," said Jeanne We-
therby, assistant chaplain at the 
Catholic Student Center. 
Wetherby said she of ten hears 
a victim say, "I can't believe he 
'no.'" 
"I think it's very good for 
them to be aware of not putting 
themselves in bad situations," 
Wetherby said. 
When the ' worst happens, 
UNH offers a range of services 
to help rape victims, but Moore 
stressed that any action taken 
is entirely the choice of the 
victim. 
After reporting a rape, a 
woman may even withhold her 
name from the counselor, and 
RAPE, page 10 
Dean Emily Moore · 
would also benefit the intram-
ural and club sport programs." 
Athletic recreation would not 
be the CAC's sole function. 
SCOPE, who's main objective 
is booking live concerts, is in 
need of an additional facility. 
"Having the CAC would elim-
inate many of the problems we 
contend with when booking a 
concert," said president Proulx. 
"What we have now is the 
Field House, which accomodates 
roughly 2600, and the Granite 
State room, which holds 600. 
· We need a facility with a holding 
capacity in the middle of the 
road, say twelve to fifteen 
, hundred. When scheduling a 
group I have to consider how 
many people will be brought in." 
"If I sdiedule someone for the 
Field House, and they only bring 
in 1200, it looks empty. The 
CAC would accomodate about 
that many," continued Proulx. 
"Besides all that, we lost The 
Fixx ·last year to one men's 
varsity basketball practice. That 
wouldn't happen if we had 
access to the CA C." 
"It's not absolutely certain 
that the CAC would provide a 
sufficient electrical system· for 
the bands' equipment. My goal 
on the committee is to negociate 
on the technicalities, such as 
height, size and power,'' added 
"Since about three proposals 
get taken care of every other 
year, it'd be about twelve years 
before the CAC proposal was 
touched, if no major revisions 
were made," said Davis. 
"And,"· said Davis, "it would 
most likely give rise to political 
controversy. The State chooses 
to side with academically related 
projects, rather than recreation-
! " a. 
O'Neil is looking for all 
possible alternatives. "I don't 
yet know how we're going ro 
get the necessary monies. Pri-
vate funding and donations are 
always a possibility. Who 
knows, Mr. and Mrs. X might 
give us the whole lot tomor-
row." 
O'Neil said the. Field House, 
aside from the weight room and 
pool, is booked with Varsity 
athletics. New Hampshire Hall 
is overflowing with physical 
education classes and intram-
urals. And with the expanded 
hockey schedule, even Snively 
Arena doesn't have much re-
creational ice time to offer. It 
all adds up to zero indoor 
recreation. · 
Said undergraduate Huddles-
ton resident Stephen Gruman, 
"Ah, it ain't bad. I mean, I'd love 
to play hoops and run indoors, 
but I'll just have to lift weights 
CENTER, page 10 
Stoke Hall experiments with new co-ed floors 
By Patrida Crawford 
Stoke Hall was "flexed" this 
summer. 
A flex floor, according to 
Interim Director of Residential 
Life Scott Chesney, is one that 
has desegregated the sexes. On 
the short wings of flo6rs 3, 5 
and 7 male rooms now alternate 
with female rooms. 
"Stoke has had a bad repu-
tation in past years," Chesney 
said, "so we wanted to give it 
an option that no other tradi-
tional dorm has." 
Flex floors were created for 
three reasons, one of which is 
"to help the return rate to 
Stoke," said Chesney, explaining 
that most students move out 
Male and female students are living next door to one another 
on _some Stoke floors. (Sanjay Jain photo) 
after a year into the smaller co-
ed dorms. 
"We want to create an atmos-
phe'e that will encourage up-
perclassmen to return to Stoke," 
he said. 
Research became another 
driving force behind the flex 
floors. 'The bulk of studies done 
on college life support this type 
of co-ed living environment,' 
said Chesney. 
Flexing promotes a healthier 
interaction between the sexes 
and "normalizes relationships,'' 
he said. 
Implementing this program 
"was also a very pragmatic 
decision on our part,'' said 
Chesney. Uncertain of each 
year's gender balance. Resi-Life 
can now use flexing to make 
student distribution more clear. 
Half of the spaces are re-
served for freshmen, but only 
those students who request a 
flex floor will be place on one, 
Chesney said. 
Operating on a trial basis, the 
flex floors have been well-
received by students, according 
to third floor Stoke Resident 
Assistant Susan Edmonds. 
"It's a more natural living 
environment that has given 
people a more positive attitude 
about themselves and Stoke," 
she said. 
Co-ed floors have decreased 
many inhibitions faced by a lot 
of students living in dorms. 
"Everyone is going in and out 
of different rooms all the time, 
and we've become one big happy 
unit,'' she said. 
"The flex floors are a lot 
quieter and have a more casual 
atmosphere than the others,"~ 
said sophomore Andy Macleo~. 
"An all-guys floor tends to get 
real noisy," said Macleod, "but 
because there are girls on the 
floor now we calm down and 
aren't as big of jerks." 
· Co-ed floors creat~ "the po-
FLEXED, page 10 
Students appear happy with the arrangement, ~hich might 
be exten~ed to other dormitories across campus. (Sanjay Jain 
photo) . 




By Ruth Stearns 
In an effort to prepare for the 
UNH 1985 Graduation cerem-
ony last spring, the UNH Plant 
Maintenance and Engineering 
Department was assigned the 
task of painting the columns 
outside of the Hamilton/Smith 
building. 
Tragedy struck this project 
when the crane and basket 
controls, operated by Director 
of Plant Maintenence and En-
gineering, John Sanders, acci-
dently jammed. The basket 
crashed into one of the pillars 
and destroyed it. 
The pillars, made of wood and 
plaster, bring aesthetic effects 
to the Hamilton/Smith build-
ing. The building looks some-
what run-down and ill-kept with 
the pillar missing, a UNH 
student said. 
~ Since last year many students 
have questioned when the pillar 
will be fixed and how much it 
will cost. The pillar will be 
replaced by the middle of Oc-
tober, Sanders said. Sanders 
would not say how much replac-
Hamilton Smith still awaits a face lift following last year's 
accident. (Kris Snow photo) 
ing the pillar would cost, but 
he estimated it would be over 
a thousand dollars. 
E.L. Paterson Constructions 
of Portsmouth are contracted 
to do the job. Dave Paterson, 
vice president of Paterson Con-
structions, estimated the cost 
to be in excess of $5000. Once 
the capitol or top for the pillar 
is transported from illinois, the 
restoration of the pillar should 
take only three days, Paterson 
said. 
The Hamilton/Smith build-
ing s·hall soon retain the old 
New England campus beauty 
it once possessed. 
•All Series 10 Calculators 20% OFF.• 
Offer ends Sept .27th 1985. . · 
Maine's # 1 Hewlett- Packard 
Personal Computer Dealer r,.,. HEWLETT 
-=~PACKARD 
28 U.S. Route One 
Yannouth, ME 04096 
< 207) ~>-5 I 4a •<HOO) a22-5ooa ~k. 
Free. 
Get HP's new $49* 
software module 
when you buy an 
HP-41. 
A deal that has no equal, for a 
calcul(,ltor that has no equal. 
The HP-41 Advantage holds the 
most popular engineering, math 
and financial programs ever 
written for the HP-41. Plus: 
• 12K bytes of ROM 
• user-accessible subroutines 
• it's menu c. riven 
Just what it takes to help 
make the grade in every-
thing from Linear Algebra 
to Physics to Electrical 
Engineering Fundamen-
tals to Statics and 
Dynamics. 
Get the calculator engi-
neers prefer. And get 
the HP-41 Advantage at 
the price you prefer. 
Free. 
Offer ends 11-15-85. 
·~' Suggestt'd U.S . list pnre . 
SOLUTIONS 
computer center . 
t Maine surveyors' service 
Library provides 
complete map file 
By Fiona Jameson 
Information on almost every 
map, aerial photo and satellite 
image of New England is now 
available at UNH's Dimond 
Library. 
Earlier this year, the National 
Cartographic Information Cen-
ter's (NCIC) index was added 
to the document section of 
Dimond Library. The index 
makes it pos'sible for the public 
to quickly find out what ma-ps 
and photos are available, when 
they· were taken and how to get 
them. 
UNH's Oimond Library re-
cently became a state affiliate 
office of NCIC, and is the only 
NCIC depository in New Hamp-
shire. 
Bill Befort, a UNH professor 
of forestry who was instrumen-
tal in getting NCIC to locat~ at 
UNH said that there is "poten-
tially a very wide range of users" 
on a university campus. He said 
that students doing research and 
even campers might have uses 
for these maps. 
new NCIC index. 
As Befort stated, "Anyone 
with an interest in land, from 
landowners to historians, has 
needs for maps and images of 
various kinds." 
Befort and Adamovich both 
agree that the index is not very 
impressive in size, it fills only 
one drawer but that it contains 
and incredible amount of infor-
mat ion. 
The affiliate office at UNH 
also has a complete historical 
microfilm of New Hampshire 
topographic maps as well as an 
extensive collection of free 
NCIC pamphlets describing 
map and image products and 
cataloging systems. 
The UNH office is the latest 
in more than forty NCIC state 
affiliates nationwide. Fewer 
than ten are at universities. 
The NCIC index is located in 
the documents section of Di-
mond Library. The microfiche 
(transparencies the size of a post 
card) is indexed alphabetically 
by region and once a region is 
selected it can be enlarged and 
viewed on a microfiche viewer. 
The photo or map can then be 
ordered from NCIC headquar-
ters in Reston, Virginia. 
The mapping index is super-
vised by Frank Adamovich, 
UNH documents librarian, who 
said that many people, including 
landowners, county agents, fa-
culty and students are using the 
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QOOD "FOOD c:'}IND "DRINKS 
47 r!Jdaiq ~I. "DurJi.am. rfl'l.W . 
1----MON.----
L - Grilled Hot Dogs 
D - Herb _Fried Chicken 
---TUES.---· 
L- Fish Fry 
D - Mushroom Steak 
, Mushroom 
----WED.-----1 
L - Monte Cristo 
D - Spaghetti w/ 
Meat Sauce 
1---THURS.---1 
L- Hot Turkey 
D - Stuffed Peppers 
•----FRI.----· 
L-TunaClub 








Kriptonite Locks $28 
Lights $8 
Cycling Shoes $35 - $70 
Helmets $24 
USED BICYCLES 
Univega N.S. $170 
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Herald appoints new editor 
By Ed Garland 
The UNH Herald, with a 
newly appointed editor-In-chief, 
is alive and well, according to 
th~ newspaper's-editorial staff. 
The_ newspaper will be 
headed by senior David Morin, 
a Latin/Greek major, according 
to the Herald's founder and 
former Editor-in-Chief, John 
Gammon. 
The Herald, founded in Oc-
tober of 1983. auickly arouse~. 
Front cover from a past copy of the UNH Herald. (Scott Jones 
photo) 
11 Hydra-Fitness 
machines , bought 
By Jon Kinson 
A new set of weight machines 
was purchased by Recreational 
Sports this summer. Eleven 
Hydra-Fitness stations have 
been added at a cost of about 
$15,000. 
"Basically we have replaced 
the Universal with the Hydra-
Fitness. We still have four 
stations of Universal," said Lynn 
Heyliger, associate director of 
Recreational Sports. 
The money came from the 
Department of Recreational 
Sports' budget, which is funded 
by the mandatory student re-
creational fee, said Heyliger. 
The machines, which will be 
located in the same room as the 
- Universal, are different ·from 
~heir predecessors since you are 
exercising your opposing muscle 
groups at the same time. 
With the Universal you need 
two stations to do the same work 
as one of the Hydra-Fitness, said 
Heyliger. 
The new machines also differ 
from the U ni;versal because they 
work with hydraulic cylinders 
instead of pulleys and weights. 
You adjust the cylinder to your 
personal strength, Heyliger 
said. 
People might not enjoy the 
new machines as much as the 
Universal because they can not -
move the metal pins and see 
more weights being lifted, added 
WEIGHTS, page 22 
controversy over its stand 
against the UNH's Women's 
Center, homosexuality and oth-
er liberal causes. 
The Herald will be concerned 
with two major i-ssues this year, 
Morin said. · 
"What we feel are the main -
issues are the cost for education 
and the quality of education," 
Morin said. "We hope to get our 
ideas across by using good, clean, 
logical thought." 
Morin said he thinks it is 
important to have a good. con-
servative paper on campus, and 
added that The Herald will fulfill 
that function. 
Morin said it was a difficult 
decision to take on the respon-
si&ility of Editor-in-Chief: "I 
did it out of my duty to conser-
vatism on campus." 
Morin said he felt The Herald, 
"could have used some work in 
particular areas, but that it is 
basically a good paper." 
"It (The Herald) gives an 
alternative view of life on 
campus," said Richard Desros-
iers, The Herald's advisor since 
-it's founding. 
"Subseriptions have been 
encouraged at Young Repub-
iican R~ilies." Desrosiers said. 
He also said former Governor 
Meldrim Thompson and Man-
chester Upion Leader's Nacky 
Loeb have also supported the 
UNH Herald 
Desrosiers said the paper 
used to be funded by Students 
for a Better America, a non-
profit organization. However, 
according to Morin, this organ-
ization ran out of money. 
Although the paper has a 
following of re2ular contribu-
tors, Morin said, "The Herald 
is open to anybody who wants 
to submit material." 
The Herald's former office 
has been allocated to the Greek 
System Senate, according to Jon 
Smith, of_ the Student Activity 
Programming Office. 
Morin said he is currently 
searching for a new location. 
As in previous years, production 
will be handled by a private 
printer. 
One issue will be published 
this semester (October 25th) 
followed by more next semester, 
Morin· said, adding that The 
Herald will stress "quality in-
stead of quantity." 
The Common Market 44MainSt.Durham opendaily{rom9to5 
A LEI DAR 
FRIDJ\ Y, SEPTEMBER 20 
Last Day: to: a. ADD courses without Dean's approval and 
$25 late fee. 
b. DROP courses without academic liability, Dean's approval 
and $25 late fee. -
c. WITHDRAW without academic liability. . 
Last Day to: a. Choose Pass/Fail alternative or change to 
Audit. -
b. Carry excess credits without ~urcharge. 
TENNIS: Men ·vs. Maine, 3 p.m. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR: "The 
Evolution of the Monroe Doctrine, 1823-1985." Walter 
LaFeber, Cornell University, Library, 4 p.m. 
MUB PUB: MUSO presents C.L. Sound - dj, MUB PUB, 8 
p.m. Students $1, Non-students $2. · 
ARTS FESTIVAL: Elisa Monte and Dancers,Johnson Theater; 
Paul Arts, 8 p.m. 
/ 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21 
FIELD HOCKEY: Women vs. Iowa, 1 p.m. 
ARTS FESTIVAL: Beaux Arts Trio, Johnson Theater, Paul 
Arts, 8 p.m. · · · 
MUB PUB: MUSQ presents ·Random Factor, MUB PUB, 
8 p.m. Students $2; Non-students $3. 
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 22 
MUSO FILM: "Midnight Cowboy." Strafford Room, Memorial 
Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. "Students $1, Non-students $2. 
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 23 
FI~E ARTS PRINT SALE: East/West Lounge, Memorial 
Umon, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
DUR.HAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "A Birthday Party." 
Gramte State Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-3 p:m. 
SPANISH FILM SERIES: "El Norte." Room 110 Murki-a-nd 
7 p.m., $1 admission. ' · ' 
TRADITIONAL JAZZ SERIES: Red Norvo Trio.·Strafford 
Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Students $2.50, General $3.50. 
TUESDAY, S)jPTEMBER 24 
FI~E ARTS PRINT SALE: East/West Lounge, Memorial 
Un10n, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: Granite State 
Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. · 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Films - The Odyssey: 
The Central Themes and The Odyssey: The Return of Odysseus. 
Room 216, Hamilton Smith, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
TENNIS: Men vs. Bentley, 3 p.m. 
SOCCER: Women vs. Harvard, 3:30 p.m. 
SPANISH FILM SERIES: "El Norte." Room 303, James, 
4 p.m., $1 admission 
FACULTY RECITAL: Peggy Vagts; flute; Roy Mann, viola; 
Christopher Verrette, vio1m. Indudes works by Beethoven, 
Bach, Ferroud, and Copland. This recital is dedicated to Dr. 
Carrol McLaughlin (1924-1984), esteemed teacher and friend. 
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. Free, open to public. 
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business 
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription: 
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should 
check their ads the first day . The New Hampshire will in no case be 
responsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part 
of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified 
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire, 
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue 
by Jou;nal Tribune Biddefor~, Maine. 
Quality Training 
TAEKWON-DO 
IT'S NOT TOO LATE!! 
Call Bob Shea between 8:00-9:00pqi 
868-1238 . 
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iNOTICES 
+--------------------------------------------------------------~ .._ A~ADEMIC 
I 
1986 NATIONAL SCIEN,tE {FOUNDATION · 
GRADUATE FELLOWSHjPS: 1 Three-year grad-
uate fellowships in science land iengineering fields 
offered by the M.S.F. Opdn tq persons who are 
at or near the beginning of thfir graduate study. 
A special program for minoriity students _is also 
available . ApRlicants must 1be US citizens or 
nationals. Fellowships are awarded for study or 
work leading to master's or doctoral degrees in 
mathematical, physical, biological, engineering, 
and social sciences, and history and philosophy 
of science. Applicants inust not have completed, 
by the beginning of the Fall 1985 term, more than 
20 semester hours, 30 quarter hours, or equivalent, 
of study in science and engineering fields listed 
above following completion of their .first bacca-
laureate degree in science or engineering, or its 
equivalent. No individual will be eligible who, at 
the time of application, has earned an advance 
degree in science or engineering. Application 
deadline date is November 15, 1985. Contact Mary 
Ellen Wright, 862-2000 or Graduate School Office 
at 862-2214. 
CLUBS AND ORG.ANIZA TIONS 
COOL AID TRAINING AND INFORMATIONAL 
MEETING: All interested welcome. Sunday, 
September 22, lounge, Devine, 1 p.m. 
'cORE GROUP MEETING: Sponsored by Green-
peace. Informative video with updated info on 
Greenpeace events and on campus directives and 
goals and how to help them. Monday, September 
23, Senate Room, Memorial Union, 7 p.m. All 
interested invited. 
COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION NEW 
MEMBERS MEETING: Beyond the classroom 
connection, experience it. Tuesday, September 
24, Room M213, Paul Arts, 1 p.m. 
CAMPUS GAY ALLIANCE NEW MEMBERS 
MEETING/ SOCIAL: Please bdng pot luck 
refreshments. Informal and informational. All 
members past and future encouraged to attend. 
Tuesday, September 24, Philip Hale Room, Paul 
Arts, 7:30 p.m. 
NH OUTING CLUB WHITEWATER CANOE 
TRIP: Join the Outing Club for a weekend of 
· whitewater canoeing on the Androscoggin River 
September 27-29. For more information go to Room 
129, NHOC <;lffice, ~UB. . 
COMBINATION ROPES COURSE - HIKING 
. TRIP: Sponsored by NH Outing Club. Leaves Friday 
evening October 4 and returns S_unday, October . 
6. Spend Friday night in a Yurt, Saturday on ropes.. 
courses and Sunday hiking. Sign up in Room 129; 
NHOC Office, MUB. 
CHRISTIAN ~CIENCE ORGANIZATIONAL 
MEETING: Meet on Tuesday, Rockingham Room, 
Memorial Union, 12:30 p.m. 
CAREER 
MATCHING YOUR INTERESTS TO MAJORS 
AND CAREERS: For the undecided students, here's 
a good beginning point. Monday, September 23, 
Senate Room, Memorial Union, 3 to 4:30 p.m. 
HEALTH 
LIQUOR AND YOUR LOVE LIFE: Sponsored 
by Health Education Center. Discussion of how 
alcohol affects decision making and perception. 
Monday, September 23, Scott Hall, 7 p.m. 
ALCOHOL EDUCATION PROGRAM: Sponsored 
by Health Education Center. Monday, September 
24, Hunter, 8:30 p.m. 
ALCOHOLIC ANONYMOUS STEP MEETING: 
Every Tuesday, Wolff House, 12:30to 2 p.m. 
ALCOHOL EDUCATION WORKSHOP: Spon-
sored by Health Education Center. Tuesday, 
September 24, Hunter, 8:30 p.m. 
HEALTH SERVICES DAY: Sponsored by Health 
Services Consumer Board. Personnel from Health 
Services will be available to answer questions and 
provide information about what service are 
available. · Thursday, September 26, Balcony, 
Memorial Union, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
CO~PUTER SERVICES 
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed 
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or 
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5 
charge for non-USNH personnel. All courses are 
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated. 
BEGINNING MS-DOS: Course teaches basics of 
the MSDOS 16-bit operating system. The course 
is not specific to a particular application or setting, 
but covers those features and faciHties available 
on a typical microcomputer using this operating 
system and its derivatives, PC-DOS .(IBM PC) and 
ZOOS (Zenith). Prerequisite: Using Microcomputer 
Systems or experience with another microcomputer 
operating system. Wednesday, September 25, from 
10 a.m. to noon, $3 fee. 
BEGINNING EDT (VMS): EDT is the standard 
VMS text editor. Course pro_vides basic instruction 
in using EDT in line editing mode (somewhat 
similar to SOS on the DECIO). Prerequisite: 
Beginning VAX/VMS. Thursday, September 26 
from 10 a.m. to noon, $3 fee. 
GENERAL . 
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT PROGRAM 
BAG LUNCH: Bring a lunch and get to know other 
non-traditional students. Wednesdays Underwood 
House, 17 Rosemary Lane, Noon to 2 p.m. 
,MUSO Film Series 
presents ... 
MIDNIGHT COWBOY 
Sunday, September 22 
in the MUB, Strafford Room 
7 & 9:30 p.m. -
$LOO Students 
$2.00 Non-students 
Jon Voight is Joe, a male hustler, and Dustin Hoffman is his 
decrepit·, worn down buddy, Ratzo Risso. This bizarre 
team is caught up in the despair of New York City's Time 
Square, but in, this story of endless ,.human quest for love 
and security, they think they can escape the squalor and try 
for a better life in Florida. 
Dining halls short 
of pei-sonnel 
By Patricia Crawford 
Dining halls across campus 
have been struck by a staff 
shortage this semester, accord-
ing to Dining Services. _ 
"Hiring students has always 
been a big problem" said Stil-
lings: Student Supervisor Ri-
chard Clarke, "but we're having 
a particularly hard time this 
year." . · . · 
Dining hall jobs have gener-
ally been looked down upon by 
students because they' re not the 
most glamorous," Clarke said. 
"There are a lot of good aspects 
to our jobs," he said, "but most · 
students don't want to be bo-
thered." 
Dining Services hires both 
work and non-work study stu-
dents, requires no past expe-
rience, and offers a starting 
salary of $4.05/hr, Clarke said . . 
"Students don't have to work 
more than twelve hours a week," 
he said, "and those who do want 
addit!?nc1.l hours usually get 
them. 
Shifts are flexible, Clarke said, 
"because we're aware that the 
student's academic and personal 
needs constantly change." Un-
like most employers, Dining 
Services caters to the student. 
" 'Classes come first' has always 
been our motto," said Clarke. 
UNH Dining Services offers 
a wide range of "hands-on" 
experience. Job options include 
food service, food preparation, 
and sanitation. 
SHORTAGE, page 19 
Students repelling off the ropf of the Field House. (Scott Jone~ 
photo) 














Join t.he thousands of students who 
have earned college credits studying 
abroad in CCIS programs 
Affordable , quality programs with 
f inonciut aid available . 
SPRING SEMESTER IN DUBLIN 
INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES. 
12 - 15CREDITS 
SUMMER PROGRAMS 
AT TRINITY COLLEGE 
DUBLIN 
Dr. John J. Mclean 
Mohegan Community College 
Norwich, CT 06360 
886- t 93 1 X243 
COLLEGE CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 
1 - •• ""I i, 't ' I 
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW. HAMPSHIRE 
SPONSORED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC ANO 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE LIBRARY OF TRADITIONAL JAZZ 
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SEPTEMBER 23 
Monday& pm 
c ,. " 
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, Durham 
Tickets $3.50 - Students $2.50 
Tel. 603-862-2290 
" x " 
University of &n Diego 
School of Law 
Law School candidates are invited to 
discuss law school admissions and 
pursuit of the J.D. degree 
with a U.S.D. graduate. 
Monday, September 23, 1985 
-Noon - 2 pm 
Horton Social Science Center 
Room 201 
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i ATTENTION i • • • • 
i MEMBERS: i 
• • • • • • • • • • ! ·All STVN departments and programs will be i 
I holding mandatory information and set up meetings on i 
• • • • . : 
I • • • • • i Tuesday, Sept. 24 ~ 
• • • • • • • • • • . -· • • • • • • • • i See Tuesday's New Bampshi~e for exact times and rooms ! 
• • • • • • • • 
; M_eetings will be one-half hour long i 
i held between 6 and 8 pm ! 
• • • • • • • • • • 
; cncgcw mcgm90cg~3 cwcgc;e~mcg l . / . • • • • • • • • • • ................................................................................................................... :._. 
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Computer fair 
offers low prices 
By Leonard E. Dodge 
American Telegraph & Tel-
ephone (AT&T) is offering 
) discount prices to UNH em-
ployees and students on a wide 
range of computers, and as much 
as $1000 is being knocked off 
the price of these computers. 
The computers were displayed 
Wednesday, September 18, in 
the Strafford Room of the MUB. 
According to an AT&T repre-
sentative, the event was spon-
sored by the University and 
AT&T to promote and offer 
computers to UNH faculty and 
UNH students. 
Even though only 75 people 
went to the 8 hour event, Dorsy 
Noonan, marketing assistant 
for LCS/Telegraphics Corpo-
ration, said the event was a 
success. However, she said she 
hoped more people would show 
up for the di.splay at future fairs. 
This is the first such display 
AT&T has done at UNH,-but 
AT&T has a permanent display 
at the Computer Services Center 
in Underwood House. The re-
presentative said AT&T would 
be glad to do more displays if 
the University wishes it to. 
The computers at the display 
were designed to assist students 
in typing and grammatical er-
rors, such as the UNIX Writers 
Workbench used in AT&T 3B 
computers. Noonan was dem-
onstrating a software product 
called Telepaint, which provides 
graphics, creates charts, graphs, 
maps and illustrations. This 
software product was offered 
at a $119, $30 lower than the 
list price. 
The display will be heading 
to Plymouth State College and 
Keene State College for similar 
viewings. The discounts will 
also be available to these stu-
dents, and employees. 
An exhibition of some of the latest computer equipment in 
the Strafford Room of the MUB. (Nancy Bragdon photo) 
The 
PHOTOSMITH 
48 Main St. Durham 
868-1000 
' •Same Day Color Print Film 
Processing 
•Convenient Secure Outside Film Drop. 
Leave Film Day Or Night 
•Original Rolls in by 10:30 AM •Your Satisfaction I.s Guaranteed! 
Finished After "i·OO PM ---------------------------Coupon Must Accompany lncoming Film 
EXTRA SET OF PRINTS 
Receive a Second Set of Color Prints FREE 
with Every Roll 
of 110, 126, 35mm, Disc Color Print Film Processed. 
Limit 2 Rolls Per Coupon 
One Coupon Per Order Expires 9/27 / 85 
Cannot Be Combined With Ocher Offers. 
Glossy Surface Excluded 
---------------------------Coupon Must Accompany Incoming Film 
FREE FILM 
Bring· Us Your Roll of Kodak C-41 Or Compatible Color 
Print Film Fot Our Standard Developing And Printrng. 
And We'll Give You a 24 Exposure Kodacolor YR CP135, CU 10 
Or CLl26 Replacement Film (or a CVR-15 exposure disc.) 
Sizes l35mm., 110, Disc, and _L26 only 
' 100 ASA in 35mm only; 200 ASA for llO, Disc, and 126 
Replacement Film 
Limit One Roll Per Coupon 
One Coupon Per Cusromer 
No double Discounts 
Offer Expires Sepe. 27, 1985 
********************************* * * Task Tip of the Day * T f' d 'f - ' d . h * o rn out 1 you re stu yrng enoug , use as a * guideline two hours of study time for each hour nf * 
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------------------------------RAPE------------------------------
can request that no information 
be passed to the police, Moore 
said. 
"Research has shown that the 
sooner a victim reaches out for 
help, the sooner she recovers," 
Wetherby said. "Our role is to 
be there as a support person and 
to give victims the information 
they need at a very difficult 
time." 
Victims react to rape in 
different ways, Wetherby said. 
"I've had people who are very 
angry, and Tve had people who 
are wounded. I've had people 
who have gone back into the 
fetal positfon because they are 
so hurt," she said. 
People who do not seek help 
immediately following a rape 
often suffer symptoms later on. 
Moore recalled one student who 
approached her at exam time 
to request exemption from her 
exam schedule. It transpired 
that the woman was raped near 
the beginning of that semester. 
The incident was subsequently 
preventing her from concen-
trating on her studies. 
Wetherby agreed that the 
symptoms of rape can be trig-
gered ages after the incident by 
(continued from page 3) 
some other stressful factor. 
"It's really important for 
people who have been raped to 
talk to someone," she said. 
When they talk, "It's like a 
terrific burden is taken off 
them ... an enormous relief," 
Wetherby said. 
A victim has several options 
following a rape. She can phone 
dispatch and inform them she 
has been raped, and give her 
location. She does not have to 
leave a name, and can request 
that a counselor come pick her 
up. 
The counselor will only act 
according to the wishes of the 
victim, Moore said. If she wants 
medical treatment, the coun-
selor will contact Hood House 
or a hospital, and will offer to 
accompany the victim. 
"The question would be posed 
as to whether the victim wanted 
to have the police informed," 
Moore said. If the victim de-
clines, her request is granted, 
she added. 
The counseling service is 
"very tight" on confidentiality, 
Moore said. Counseling is jointly 
handled by the Dean of Students 
Office and the UNH Sexual 
·························································~··································· • • • • • • • • i BOSTON AT.A BARGAIN i 
• • • • 
! BOS TO ! • • • •• • • 
i $10.95 I 
• • • • • • 
i ROU DTRIP 1· 
• • • • : Concord Trailways same-day roundtrip fare to downtown : • • : Boston is just $10.95 from Durham. If you're staying out-of-town . : 
i_ one to three nights, our 4-day roundtrip is just $14.00. Ask i 
: about our low-cost 10-ride tickets for commuters. : • • : I: 
: LOW, LOW FARES TO FAST, FREQUENT SERVICE. : 
: LOGAN AIRPORT. · Ride our big, comfortable coaches to downtown : • • • Getting to Logan Airport shouldn't cost as much as Boston in just 90 minutes, on any of five daily • 
; · your flight. The Concord Trailways round trip fare to southbound trips. The modern Trailways terminal is : 
: Logan is just $18 from Durham. conveniently locate.d opposite South Station. There : 
: NO RESERVATIONS REQUIRED are tour return trips daily, as late as 7 p.m. : 
; You never need reservations on Concord Trailways. GIVE US A TRY : 
; We think you're going to like Concord Trailways. ; 
• • i r--------CLIP & SAVE --------, i 
! I SOUTHBOUND ! 
• I • • • ; .1 : • • • I • • • • I • • • ! NORTHBOUND ! 
• • • • • • • • • • 
Harassment and Rape Preven-
tion (SHARP) service. 
Counselors are given a train-
ing which encompasses the 
psychological, medical and legal 
aspects of rape. Trainees are 
lectured by doctors, lawyers and 
public safety officials, Wetherby 
said .. 
"We aren't there to judge, we 
aren't there to tell them (vic-
tims) what to do," Wet~erby 
said. "We are there to assist." 
The telephone number for dis-
patch is 868-1212. 
----FLEXED-
(continued from page 3) 
tential for people to become 
more growth-oriented," said 
Chesney. "It was implemented 
as a trial experiment," Chesney 
said, "but I anticipated everyone 
liking it." 
If the reactions remain pos--
itive, Resi-Life plans to extend 
the system campus-wide, Ches-
ney said. "Good options include 
Williamson, Christenson, ~he 
U pper~~uad, and the all-female 
dorms. 
-CENTER-
(continued from page .3) 
and go swimming more. And 
when I run, I just throw on extra 
socks and trudge through the 
snow. I tell you what though, 
I wouldn't mind it one bit if we 
had that thing." 
Kim Slaney, an undergrad-
uate Sackett House resident, said 
"I would love it. It'd be totally 
wicked cool. The other day I 
went to use the Nautilus ma-
chines and I wasn't allowed 
because I'm not on the women's 
field hockey team or something. 
And another thing, I'd love to 








Monday, Sept. 30 
7:00 pm 
Room to be announced 
Meet in front of MUB Info 
Desk 
Call Dave at 868-5928 
• • #!!!!"'~W-. ..... ~w-. ..... .....-~ ..... ...._i(1'w • • • • • • • Timetable effective September 4, 1985 • 
; (Bold face times are P.M.) ; • • : Durham Ticket Agency: : 
: ' Young's Restaurant, 48 Main St. 868-2688 : 
: For i~formation in New.Hampshire, call during business hours : 
i TOLL FREE 1·800·852·3317 i 
• L ·• . -------------------------------~ . • • • • 
i CONCORD TRAILWAYS i 
• • • • • • • • . · • 
~ . 
• • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~{V'~ vorns vou veorn for .,y . 
ICELANDIC SWEATER 
WORKSHOP 
Sun. Sept. 29th 
Call or come in to preregister. 
Always free knitting help for our 
THE YARN BASKET 
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Right:A huge crowd· gathered 
to greet President Ronald 
Reagan in front of the State 
House in Concord last Wed-
nesday. 
Left and below:A small minor-
ity in the crowd had a different 
message for the President. 
(Guy Brooksbank photos) 
A FEW THOUGHTS ·ABOUT ... 
By LORI NORRIS 
I -
An Po1N1s 1Sull~n~ ~ -
£MER.<rEtlCV ! MASS 
MA~ H~M AND i1crr1N6-
A T Si o l' E J4 A 11 ~ SAC 1:- e o / Ai El}/ I . UP UNITS NEEDED I.MM · 
N£W EDITl oNS 
ONL~ 
RC.TOA I . 
Qlf\N&E.,_. 
rO !HE . 
-soo~ 
NO 
THE FAR SIDE 
Tarzan contemplates another entry 
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STUDENT NOW ACCOUNT 
ADVANTAGE· 24 
A+ BANKING 
Our Student NOW Account , together with our 24 hour 
hour Automated Teller, earn perfect grades when it comes 
to banking convenience! Seacoast's Student NOW Account 
features a low monthly fee just right for a student's budget 
and Advantage 24 fits into any school schedule . .. it's 
open all the time! Get off to a flying start this school 
year with Seacoast's Student NOW Account. 
seacoast 
Savings B<lnk 
Dover and Durham, New Hampshire 
749-2150 868-1022 
------ADD------
(continued from page 1) 
dropping a course would not 
disappear from the rosters for 
up to six weeks, Thomas said. 
A student now only needs one 
form to add or drop up to eight 
classes unlike the old system, 
with which two cards were 
needed, one to add and one to 
drop. 
Gary Partridge, a UNH junior 
majoring in Social Work said, 
"I used to hate carrying around 
all those seperate add cards. The 
form makes changing classes 
much simpler." 
Stephanie Thomas said she 
believes there are always plenty 
of courses open to add at the 
beginning of the semester. She 
added that out of over 2,000 
classes, about 40 are desperately 
sought after a,nd quickly filled 
up. When people find that they 
can't add the specific class or · 
classes they want they become 
frustrated, Thomas said. 
Along with the new add/ drop 
form, students now have three 
weeks in which they can 
acld/ drop classes. After the third 
week (Sept. 20th) any changes 
require the permission of the 
dean and payment of a twenty-
f ive dollar late fee. , 
Last semester classes could 
be added or dropped until the 
second Friday of the semester. 
A ten dollar late fee was im-
posed if the class was dropped 
during the week following the 
second Friday. -
The registrar said she sees 
no problem with the fee. If a 
student has grounds enough to 
change his/her schedule after 
the Sept. 20th deadline, the 
student probably has grounds 
enough_ to get the late fee waved, 
Thomas said. 
'Tm pleased it works as well 
as it does," said Thomas, adding 
that sb.e would welcome any 
student input about the system. 
---------STING~-------
(continued from page 18) 
its end after living with contra-
dictions for too long. · 
The New Orleans-flavored, 
"Moon over Bourbon street" 
finds Sting in the role of a self-
pitying, heart-broken wanderer 
who longs for a woman he can 
never possess. 
Apart from· being one of the 
best pop songs on the radio 
these days, "Fortress around 
your heart" concludes the album 
on a decisive up note. 
There are certainly enough 
good points about this album 
to ,dispell notions that Sting 
can't succeed alone. The album 
The only things that really 
holds down the album are 
Sting's indulgences and his self-
consiousness about living up to 
the mythic proportions which 
many people might be expecting 
from the supposed creator of 
Synchronici ty. 
Sting has been working dose- · 
ly with Police for a long time, 
perhaps too long. 'By his next 
solo release, he will very likely 
be comfortable enough with his 
new situation to produce, if he 
even cares to, something that 
will shut up even the most vocal 
critics. 
Member of F.D.l.C. 
1 ....................................... features such fine performers as bassist Stanley Clarke and 
alto-saxist Branford Marsalis. 
For now, Dream of the Blue 
Turtles makes a fascinating hors 
d'oeuvre. · 
.... --- .. · .. -.. ·..: ....... ... ....... :.. ... ,.-.. -............. - ,. . 
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JOB OPENINGS! 
STILLINGS DINING HALL 
I 
Minimum 12 ~hours/week 
Including one weekend meal 
FREE COAST KARI-VAN RIDES ARE COMING! 
FREE COAST KARI-VAN RIDES ARE COMING! 
That's right! This year at UNH, all you nRcc,/. 
need is your valid student, faculty or [,...C.-
staff Ip to take. the ride of your life . 
. Climb on board and enjoy leaving the COAST KARI-VAN RIDES 
problems of driving behind. Made available to y~u through 
so this year at UNH, take advantage your activity fee and revenue 
of the deal ·of a lifetime... from parking permits. 
ROUTE SCHEDULES available at: MUB, Town & Campus, J©di's 
Party Center, and KARI-VAN Office at Hamilton Smith Hall. 
•• I To Uh< k I tl the_ n \n\n;j tk.u l ~ -
~ '/au mu~T ~e.. o._ \3 bl'" l'l meal 
Transportation Building 
University of New Hampshire 
Durham, NH 03824 
(603)862-1931 
W .Pia.I\ . Ta.\\< to CA. ~oper visDf m d 
~lue CM! ..... NO\N ' 
1985-1986 UNH MENS HOCKEY ON WUNH 
ALL GAMES AT 7:30 p.m. 
October 25 PROVIDENCE (H) FRIDAY 
· October 30 LOWELL (H) WEDNESDAY 
November 2 BOSTON COLLEGE (A) SATURDAY 
November 8 NORTH DAKOTA (H) FRIDAY 
November 22 PROVIDENCE (A) FRIDAY 
December 7 BOSTON UNIVERSITY (H) SATURDAY 
December 11 BOSTON COLLEGE (A) WEDNESDAY 
January 21 BOSTON UNIVERSITY (A) WEDNESDAY 





January 31 NORTHERN MICHIGAN (H) FRIDAY 
February 6 BOSTON COLLEGE (A) THURSDAY 
February 9 LOWELL (A) SUNDAY 
February 13 NORTHEASTERN (A) THURSDAY 
February 16 PROVIDENCE (A) SUNDAY 
February 23 NORTHEASTERN (A) SUNDAY 
February 26 BOSTON UNIVERSITY (A) WEDNESDAY 
lwnocArs I 
~ . M 
March 7-8 HOCKEY EAST QUARTERFINALS FRIDAY, SATURDAY 
March 14-15 HOCKEY EAST CHAMPIONSHIPS FRIDAY, SATURDAY 
March 21-22 NCAA QUARTERFINALS FRIDAY, SATURDAY 
MARCH 27-29 NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS THURSDAY, SATURDAY 
FOOTBALL ON WUNH 
September 14 LAFAYETTE (H) 1 :00 p.m. 
September 21 BOSTON UNIV. (A) 6:00 p.m. 
September 28 DARTMOUTH (H) 1 :00 p.m. 
October 5 UCONN (A) 1 :00 p.m. 
October 12 BUCKNELL (A) 1 :30 p.m. 
October 19 LEHIGH (H) 1 :00 p.m. 
MENS BASKETBALL ON WUNH 
November 29 HARTFORD (A) FRIDAY 7:30 p.m. 
December 2 BOSTON COLLEGE (A) MONDAY 7:30 p.m. 
December 4 RHODE ISLAND (H) WEDNESDAY 7:30 p.m. 
January 18 BOSTON UNIV. (A) SUNDAY 1:00 p.m. 
February 4 VERMONT (H) TUESDAY 7:30 p.m. 
February 11 BOSTON UNIV. (H) 7:30 p.m. 
February 19 NIAGARA (H) 7:30 p.m. 
March 1 NORTHEASTERN (H) SATURDAY 3:00 p.m. 
October 26 NORTHEASTERN (H) 1 :00 p.m. 
November 2 RHODE ISLAND (A) 1 :00 p.m. 
November 9 MAINE (A) 1 :00 p.m. 
. November 19 MASSACHUSETTS (H) 1 :00 p.m. 
ALL GAMES ARE ON SATURDAYS 
. . .. ~ .-~ .. ~~:~;-~----· · 
~)( (~e;;:: > .-., __;;>zf~-
Why listen to UNH sports on COMMERCIALIZED AM radio 
whe·n---you can get .the PLAY BY ~LAY and COLOR AC_TION of 
Wildcat sports on the Home· of the ·Cat!! !Commercial Free 
WUNH 91.3 FM in stereo. 
---BRUCE STONE 
SPORTS DIRECTOR 
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Editorial 
One more forthe Gipper 
Like any seasoned performer, President 
Ronald Reagan knows that two keys to a 
successful performance are choosing an 
appropriate venue and knowing how to 
play to the audience. This week, he once 
again demonstrated his theatrical acumen. 
Seeking public support for his contro-
versial "tax simplific'ation" proposal, 
Reagan visited the state whose laissez-faire 
economic philosohpy most closely resem-
bles his own - New Hampshire. In many 
ways, the rugged, austere Granite State 
comes closest to eipitomizing the mythical 
19th Century world to which many of the 
President's policies seem to be geared. 
New Hampshite's largest city, Manches-
ter, is a sprawling metropolis of 90,000 
or so. The state is thus relatively free from 
the urban problems of crime, poverty and 
homelessness with which most state 
governments must contend. 
A state of just one million people, (98.8 
percent of whom are white), New Hamp-
shire is dominated by small-town, conser-
vative values that match those of the 
President. · 
income tax, no sales tax and - best of all 
- no adversary press. 
The normally jingoistic Manchester's 
The Union Leader almost drowned itself 
in red, white and blue in hailing the return 
of the New Right's messiah. 
But' Reagan was not content merely to 
bask in the rapturous reception that greeted 
him here. To use show business parlance, 
he "worked the crowd," heaping so much 
praise upon the state that one half expected 
him to close his speeh with the words, "lch 
hin ein New Hampshirite." 
"If anyone doubts that democracy is alive 
and well, let them (sic) come to New 
Hampshire," Reagan said. 
Obviously, the President himself harbors 
no such doubts; he did not even consider. 
. the state worthy of a place on his 1984 
campaign itinerary. 
But what most impressed Reagan about 
the state was the ultimatum that is stamped 
. on every Ne_w Hampshire license plate and 
impressed just as forcefully on the Pres-
ident's political consciousness. 
"Live Free. or Die is more than a motto. 
homeless. Perhaps for these citizens, the 
motto should be changed to "Live Free and 
die." -
Reagan also forgot to mention the price 
paid by New Hampshire residents for their 
"freedom." The average unemployed person 
here receives 32 percent less state com-
pensation than does one in Michigan. 
Hitting close to home, the cost of attending 
a state university in New Hampshire is 
almost four times what it is in California-. '· 
And even if other states wanted to 
emulate New Hampshire's "success," would 
h be feasible? Could North Dakota hope 
to glean $700 million a year in tourist 
revenue? Would Alaska be able to rake in 
millions by underselling liquor stores in 
neighboring states? 
This is significant because the President 
did not come here just to. speak to 10,000 
New Hampshire residents. He intended 
Concord to be a podium from which he could 
pitch to the nation his plan to cut the 
maxiinum federal ta~ rate as part of a 
sweeping revision of America's tax system. 
And what kind of a system did Reagan 
say ne envisioned? . . 
. "People respectful of God, fiercely 
independent and unafraicl to stand up and 
be c_ounted," he called New Hampshirites. 
(It is curious that those Americans who 
support the President's policies are "fiercely 
independent," W,hile those who oppose the 
administration on any given is'sue are 
"trouble-makers.") 
It's a way of life that we' re determined to 
preserve. I don't thin~ you'd be unhappy 
if a lot more of the other 49 states adopt 
that motto and we'd _adopt it in Washing-
ton,'' he ·said. 
'Tm going to keep on trying until the 
, federal government looks more like ~~ e_w 
Hampshire," he said. 
However, there were few trouble-makers 
present Wednesday to rain on Reagan's 
parade. Concord is the most hospitable 
environment one could imagine for the 
President: the c_apital of a sta~e with no 
Apparently, Reagan's idea of freedom 
is to emancipate our society's most pros-
perous members from their current "op-
pressive " tax burden. As evidenced by his 
spending policies, the President clearly 
believes in liberating millions of poorer 
Americans from such meddlesome federal 
programs as welfare, Aid to Families with 
Dependent Children and housing for _the 
One might surmise from this statement 
that the President suppons·a fiscally stingy, 
God-fearing, fiercely independent govern-
ment ... that derives most of its revenue 
from liquor sales , and gambling. 
But this iro~y was lost on Reagan's 
audience, which was too caught up enjoying 
a splendid performance by a skilled enter-
tainer. Rack up on~ more for the Gipper. 
Letters 
Full course 
To the Editor: 
"Adding courses? No problem, 
you're a senior - you should be able 
to get anything you want." this 
statement is true for many majors 
at UNH but certainly false for the 
typical Communication major. The 
beginning of the semester is an all 
too familiar scene for the faculty 
and students in the Communication 
department: crowds of students 
trying to add classes that are 
· overfilled to begin with, and faculty 
going through p~instaking and time 
consuming procedures to decide 
who has the most seniority out of 
this crowd of hopeful students. This 
academic year is no different, and 
I was amazed at how many seniors 
were trying and failing to add 
Communicatioh cours~s. 
Th.ere are two very obvious 
reasons why this scenario continues: 
1) lack of teaching faculty, and 2) 
overabundance of students. Accord-
ing to the Theater and Commun-
ication department there are over 
-500 Communication majors and 10 
faculty members for a very high 
ratio of at least 50 students for every 
one faculty member, especially 
when compared, to the University 
average of 17 to 1. If you add 
students who aren ' t Communica-
tion majors but who are fortunate 
enough to be enrolled in Commun-
ication courses this figure jumps 
even higher. 
Of course the simplest way to 
help alleviate this problem would 
be to hire more faculty. I'm sure 
many people in the department 
would agree that even one more 
member would make a significant 
difference. The other solution 
would be to somehow limit the 
amount of people allowed to declare 
Communication as a major. Because 
it is in the school of Liberal Arts 
this may be impossible, but current-
ly just about anyone who wants to 
be a Communication major is easily 
enrolled. 
Another solution, although per-
haps not feasible in the near future, 
is to create a graduate program here 
for Communication. This way grad-
uate students would be able to teach 
the introductory courses and free 
up professors to teach upper level 
courses and also open up more 
courses to students. A graduate 
program, once established, may also 
attract more professors to the 
university and we also may not lose 
excellent professors such as Sut 
Jhally to other schools for the 
chance to do research with grad 
students. 
Until the situation changes, 
students in the Communication 
department are being forced to take 
courses they can get, not courses 
they want. A deficiency in mass 
media courses this semester is 
forcing many students to take other 
Communication courses in order 
to graduate on time. This means 
that many Communication majors 
are not getting ,the education they 
want or deserve, which is not a 
useful reputation for a fine insti-
tution such as UNH possess. 
Obtaining courses is not the only 
frustration Communication majors 
experience. Many classes are so 
overcrowded that class participation 
is severly hindered, and in a major 
such as this the dynamics of student 
interaction is essential. · 
Last:ly, I should comment on the 
great job the faculty does at trying 
to accomodate the students. They 
exhibit tremendous patience and 
understanding and go far out of 
their way to help their students 
obtain courses. But until they 
receive assistance, the Commun-
ication courses will remain over-
crowded and few in number, and 
the majors will not be getting an 
education they want. I would hate 
to look back on my college years 
and regret my choice for a major. 
Sincerely, 
Kevin Oakes 
Senior Communication major 
The New Hampshire 
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University Forum 
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Post registration ·traumatic syndrome 
by Bob Leavitt 
Post Registration Traumatic Syndrome, com-
monly referred to as PR TS, is a common syndrome 
faced by many unfortunate students. J:'hese are the 
unlucky students that leave the course registration 
center without havint! the reauired or desired courses 
they wish. The fate of most of these students is 
dark and gloomy; they must do circles, figure eights, 
and other paths arou_nd campus in search of classes 
to add and sometimes classes to drop. 
or overcrowded. The main reason for the overcrowd-
ing or full classes is the lack of extra sections and 
class space for the more popular or required courses. 
As a result, these- victims of the system must 
crisscross the campus in search of classes with space 
~nd signatures to get. in. 
To help the needier students, which badly need 
~ore credits, they receive a priority add card. The 
add card alerts the professor that this student must 
receive another class, for the credits. The add card 
carrying students are sometimes the most dangerous 
students since they march into the classes they want 
and pull the card on the professor as if it were a 
dangerous weapon that would render the professor 
helpless to their demands. This tactic rarelyi works 
since there could be as many as twenty other students 
brandishing their only add card on the instructor 
at once while the instructor may only have a few 
spaces to o!fer, if any. 
adverse reactions in some teachers, especially the 
softer ones. For example, a philosophy professor, 
when confronted by more than twenty add card 
waiving students, babbled on endlessly about 
whether what Plato wrote was really what he felt 
or meant. (On the other hand, this professor may 
have been trying to scare away some of the 
prospective students.) 
Students suffering from PR 1;'S possess certain 
symptoms which vary depending on the severity 
of the disorder. In general, students that run around 
campus like headless chickens are usually PR TS 
victims. (le is important co mention chat chis . 
symptom may also be characteristic of new students.) 
Other symptoms of PRTS could be a red face which 
indicates a victim's anger at the system. (It could 
also be a produce of shopping at the1 Durham Book 
Exchange though.) Those with bluish faces are 
symptoms of a victim's frustration with the system 
and those with a combination of red and blue are 
deafly fed up with the system of finding· classes. 
Those suffering from the latter are potentially 
the most volatile. Thev have been known . to do such 
things as read The UNH Herald and in extreme 
cases they can actually become writers and exponents 
for it. 
The protessor now becomes confronted with the 
dilemma of choosing which students that he or 
she can take if there is limited space. The choosing 
process varies from one professor to another. 
Political · Science instructors can be cold when 
reacting to desparate class seekers. For example, 
Eventually many ot the class seeking s~udents 
finally find a class of one sort or another to add. 
Some of these students may have been successful 
on their first or second try while othets may have 
had to try ten or more. The ones that are not 
immediately successful usually end up in their 
advisors office going through piles of paper which 
indicates which classes are still open and how many 
spaces· are left in them. But for the class seekers, 
these are the classes that are usually at the bottom 
of their list. There 'may be some interesting classes 
left but with the class seekers' luck, they are probably 
unschedulable. -
The costs 0f what seems. like endless running 
around and searching is clear. It is a terrible waste 
of time and effort for those that have not easily 
The process of adding and dropping classes is 
a long and often frustrating one. These students 
must carry an add/drop sheet around campus as 
if their life depended on it. The purpose of this 
sheet is for the student to find classes that he or 
she can add and then have the professor and an 
advisor confirm the transaction. But, like finding 
a seat in the library, it is easier said than done. 
The obvious problem of this procedure is finding 
an appropriate class that can be added co the student's 
schedule. Tb.is causes difficulty because most popular 
or required classes would_ usually be already full 
a Political Science erofessor· laughed at a sophomore 
for thinking that that person could get into a popular ....._ 
( 400-lev.el) course. 
Philosophy professors, on the other hand, are 
often the softest. Rather than flatly turning down 
all students, they may take the names of all the 
students and see what he or she can do for them. 
Other professors, when confronted by too many 
cl_ass seeking students, have responded very 
democratically. For example, an English professor 
may pull names from a hat. 
The pressure put on the professors by the class 
seeking students has been known to cause some 
, succeeded in adding another class. The lost time, 
missed classes, and missed assignments are obviously 
a bad way to start off a new semester. Furthermore, 
for a student that is undeciped about what he or 
she wants to major in, not being able to take a certain 
class may delay, or even alter, their decision and 
the consequences could be costly. The biggest issue 
though of the whole matter is if it is fair for a student 
co have to pay so much hard earned money on tuition 
and not even be able to take their first or even second 
choice classes. From this student's perspective, 
of course it is not! 
·Wicked cool 
The following description of life at UNH 
appeared in the Sept. 11 issue of San Diego 
State University's Daily Aztec. 
The mob grows. In size and rancor, 
it swells, pressing menacingly against 
the drab wood structure. 
The crowd is in a frenzy, screaming · 
at the building's occupants with vitriolic 
fervor: "You pansies! You suck scum! 
F---you! F---you!" 
The rabble attacks. The young 
warriors crash into the building, . 
striking its occupants with reckless 
abandon. 
Ah, a late summer's evening at the 
Un_iversity of New Hampshire. Out 
in the muggy darkness, the umpteenth 
annual beginning-of-the-semester wa-
ter fight is raging. 
The conflict escalates. Full Hefty 
bags are detonated from darkened lOth-
floor windows. The arsenal expands 
to include shaving cream and fistfulls 
of mud from the newly formed ·puddles. 
To capture fully this orgy of collegiate 
so · homorism, this re orter fearless! 
Rosh Hashana 
For most people, including myself, 
last Monday went by like any other 
sleepy, headache ridden Monday, but 
for a select few it was far from the 
average day. Though some may have 
noticed it on their UNH calendars, few 
actually realized that Monday was Rosh 
Hashana, the Jewish New Year. How-
ever, for those that follow the Jewish 
faith, it marked the beginning of the 
New Year according to the Greek 
calendar system. 
This is quite different from the 
holiday celebrated on January 1st where 
welcome toUNH 
ventured into the no-man's land be-
. tween the competing dorms. And of 
course, I had to arm myself. 
. "Conventional warfare techniques 
are simply not working her,e,"opined 
Ook, a cross between Howdy Doody 
and Baby Huey, who also happens to 
be a munitions expert. "I say we fill . 
up an empty keg, throw in about 500 
alka-seltzers and pump the sucker up 
to about 110 psi. We could blow those 
bastards clear to Nashua." 
But it's no surprise that the normally 
reserved young academians who pop-
ulate ivy land should go into such 
unrestrained delerium. For the past . 
week, they had on alternating days 
reG:eived drenching thunderstorms and 
blazing sunshine. " 
The latter led these survivors of 
"invigorating" winters to swarm to 
Hampton Beach, where they sun-
~athed, heaved frisbees and engaged 
m all manner of "Californian" behavior. 
The perceptions of .California held 
by New Englanders range from rapt 
awe _("you're really from California?") 
people _get so drunk they forget what 
happenea the past year and start anew. 
No, this is a very special time for the 
Jewish people and it marks the first 
of the ten High Holy Days leading up 
to Yorn Kippur, which is also on the 
be loved calendar. 
Lois Wheeler, President of the Jewish 
Student Organization, along with four 
members, celebrated the occasion by · 
going to the Temple together, as it is 
customary to worship with others on 
this day. The belief is that on Rosh 
Hashana God opens the book of life 
to the cynical irreverence of the 
ubiquitous "wine cooler commer~i~l 
types." 
No, that guy in the ads is no 
caricature. Some Easterners really do 
believe that all Californians subsist 
on a diet of tofu, avocados and sprouts. 
I even make a point of eating these 
foods in the dining commons to 
reinforce this stereotype. The shock 
could be dangerous for them. 
"So, do people in California potty 
a lot?" a UNH student asked me. 
"No," I replied. "I think their bowel 
movements are no ,more frequent than 
people elsewhere." 
The New England dialect has not 
· diminished with age, it has only been 
modernized co include a few regionally 
hot phrases. "Wicked" is currently No. 
1. It's usually employed as a meaning-
less intensive: "wicked good,. wicked 
cool,.a wicked lot of." 
And being one of a few state uni-
versities in a region dominated by 
private colleges and prep schools, UNH 
enjoys an SDSU-like re utation for 
and inscribes in it the year to come. 
The days later he will close the book 
on what the Jewish people call the Holy 
Day or Yorn Kippur. Twenty-four 
hours before sundown on this final day 
is a time for cleansing and purifying 
the soul which is done by fasting. After 
sundown, the fast is broken and a feast 
marks the beginning of a new, fresh 
year. _ 
·This entire celebration goes virtually 
unnoticed by the majority of the 
popularion on campus. Yet, this doesn't 
make the holiday any less sacred or 
by ·Jeffrey Miller 
raucousness . 
"W~ like to p9tty a lot heah," 
proclaimed one dorm resident, quaffing 
a combination of cheap vodka and 
orange.wine coolers. 
The "pottying" re~ains pervasive 
among al~ ~ge levels here despite the 
re~e°:t raismg of New Hampshire's 
drmkmg age to 21. Coincidentally, oI-
age students tend to be very popular. 
And so, after getting "pounded to 
the gonad( Friday and Saturday nights 
and spending S;rnday afternoon soaking 
up the New Hampshire sun, the 
students of Durham began throwing 
Vt:'ater on each other for no apparent 
reason. 
But it really didn't seem so irrational · 
at the time. It was just an example of 
the good-clean craziness of a small 
college town in rural America. It 
was ... wicked cool. 
Jeffrey Miller is a San Diego exchange 
student, 
by 'f om Rooney 
meaningful to those who follow the 
Jewish faith. So next time you see 
unfamiliar words on your calendar, it 
might be interesting to find out what 
they mean and what other people 
believe. 'Ignorance is no excuse and 
anything beats studying. Happy New 
Year! · 
Tom Rooney is a reporter for The New 
Hampshire , , 
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MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL 
, in the MUB PUB 
Garrietime 9:00 p.m. 
· Doors Open at 8 p.m. . 
. Must be 18 or o/der/UNH IP/Proof of Age Required 
••••••• 
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Arts & Features 
Elisa Monte and Trio: upcoming excellence 
By Cathy McCarron 
The grand finale of the UNH 
September Arts festival this 
weekend bleqds the classic with 
the contemporary as two world 
renown performances are fea-
tured. 
Tonight, brilliant young cho- · 
reographer Elisa Monte and her· 
world renowned dance company' 
command the Johnson Theater: 
stage with explosive, innovative! 
dance, while Saturday night,. 
pianist Menahem Pressler, cel-
list Bernard Greenhouse, and 
violinist Isadore Cohen cele-
brate their thirtieth anniversary· 
as the Beaux Arts Trio, playing 
chamber music from Mosart, 
Ravel, and Dvorak. . 
Monte's company of seven 
dancers twist, writhe, and lunge 
to create an emotionally drain-
ing experience for the audienc.e. 
The dancers are not tellers of 
stories, but conveyors of moods, 
and inexplicable feeling. 
Born in New York, Monte has 
studied dance since she was 10 
years old. As a child, she danced 
ballet, and appeared in the 
Broadway production of "Ca-
rousel,'' but later opted for the 
new art of contemporary dance. 
Having performed with the 
athletic, gymnastically-oriented 
Pilobulus Troupe, the intense, 
contortion style of the Martha 
Graham dancers, as well as the 
ritualistic Lar Lubovitch com-
pany, Monte has evoked a fresh, 
eclectic style of dance. 
Monte uses contemporary 
composers' "minimalist" music, 
a mix of jazz, classiCal, arty rock, 
and ethnic styles that make her 
dancers seem overpowering. 
"Pigs and Fishes", Monte's 
most famous . work is a choreo-
gra phical masterpiece, which 
has received rave reviews world-
wide. Boston Globe reporter 
Christine J~mi!i ~id the dance 
"could have been about-the dawn 
of the world; so energetically 
optimistic." 
Elisa Monte's expression of 
sensual, moving freedom is a 
rare art form and is not to be 
missed. 
Tomorrow night's Beaux Arts 
Trio offers an equally enchant-
ing evening. These three inas-
te rs have been dubbed, "The 
world's reigning piano trio." 
Having debuted at Tanglewood 
in 1955, the group has toured 
Europe, Japan, South America, 
and the Mid East, to name a few. 
They are pioneers who have 
· aided the popularity of chamber 
music greatly. String quartets 
a n d t r i o s h ad d_o m i n a t e d 
chamber music, but the addition 
of the piano brought a percus-
sive levity to the music, bringing 
it sonority and excitement. 
The piano trio first gained 
interest in the early nineteenth 
century when the new introduc-
tion of the piano sparked inter-
est as each instrument could 
now be gloriously independent 
or smoothly blend~d. 
All but Cohen are original 
members of the trio; he replaced 
Daniel Guilet as violinist in 
1969. The three members are 
music virtuosos. 
Pressler, the pianist, was born 
in Germany and grew up in 
Israel. He began his professional 
career at the age of seventeen. 
Greenhouse, a New Jersey na-
tive, attended the Julliard School 
of Music. Playing the famous 
"Paganini" Stadivarius cello, 
he is one of the world's foremost 
musicians. The Beaux Arts 
Trio's compelling, masterful 
playing should be a triumphant 
ending for the UNH Arts Fes-
tival. 
Francis Ford Coppola's excellent sequel, The Godfather, part 
'2 comes to the MUB this year. (photo Paramount .Pictures) 
The Elisa Monte Dance Company bring their extraordinary dance to the Johnson Theatre 
this evening. (Johan Elbers photo) 
·''Volunteers,': new fall fodder 
"Volunteers" directed by 
Nicholas Meyer. 
By Ami Walsh 
The performance by Tom 
Hanks in "¥olunteers" is the 
film's only salvage from being 
burned along with the fall 
leaves. 
Tom Hanks ("Splash") plays 
a young, witty, presumptuous 
Ivy-Leaguer. He hastily joins 
the Peace Corps. to escape 
gangsters who he owes a gam-
bling debt. He ends up in the 
Thai jungle with authentic 
volunteers: John Candy and Rita 
Wilson. 
The three are assigned to help 
the native villagers build a 
bridge. Eventually we realize 
it's the CIA that has backed the 
Americian assistance. The plot 
further thickens when a Com-
unist contingency and a drug 
-trafficker reveal their own 
personal reasons for the con-
struction of a bridge. 
The story seems amusing 
enough, but suffers from poor 
execution by both the director, 
Nicholas Meyer, and actors John 
. Candy and Rita Wilson. 
Candy plays an overweight 
rambunctious volunteer. It 
seems irrelevant that . he is 
kidnapped by the Reds to make 
sure the bridge would be built, 
since the bridge was going to 
be built anyway. The scene only 
serves to slip in a few more jokes 
where more often than not 
Candy is the only one laughing. 
Rita Wilson is unconvincing -
as an ideal Jewish girl from 
Long-Island. She starts out 
appalled by Hank's chauvanistic 
sexual advances. In the end she 
falls in love with him even 
MOVIE, page 18 
From the MUB to Morocco 
By Matt Holland 
Movie buffs at UNH will be 
able to travel from the smoky 
bars of Casablanca to the streets 
of Sicily through this. year's 
MUSO (Memorial Union Stu-
dent Organization) film series. 
The ' series, which has been 
running for over ten years, 
consists of bi-weekly presen-
tations in the MUB 's Strafford 
Room. Films are every Thursday 
and Sunday evening, with two 
screenings, 7:00 and 9:30 each 
night. 
Ron Spicer and Peter Katz, 
co-directors of the film series, 
are enthusiastic about this year's 
schedule. "We have some very 
diverse movies," said Katz. "We 
try to mix comedy and drama, 
foreign films and domestic 
films." Tl:ie result is a virtual 
grab-bag of fine films with a 
taste of everything. 
Spicer would like to encour-
age more students to attend and 
takes special pride in dispelling 
the series' overly-intellectual 
reputation. "So many people 
think that our movies are just 
for people that are really into 
movies, but they' re not, ... he said. 
"They don't realize that these 
are very good movies. I wish 
more people would come and 
check us out. There are ten 
thousand students at UNH and 
we try to get something for 
everyone." 
Katz agrees, "We walk a thin 
line," he says, "between the 
overly-popular movies and the 
classics of the past. We have a 
group of regulars, people who 
come every week, just because 
they know that we always have 
interesting, high quality movies. 
What we want to do this year 
is attract more people, the ones 
who aren't necessarily going to 
be regulars." 
··"I could sell-out every wee"' 
kend if I played things like "The 
Terminator," said Spicer. "But 
that's not the purpose of the 
film series. The .purpose is to 
represent a broad spectrum of -
fine movies and show a selection 
of quality. We don't have a bad · 
film in the lot." 
Spicer and Katz also hope to 
improve the mechanics of the 
film series. Possible ideas in-
vDlve better seating and a new 
sound system. 
"A new sound system would 
be great," said Spicer, "we've 
got our fingers crossed, though 
it may be an uphill battle. We 
hope to see a new system by next 
fall." 
"The adavantage of a new 
system," explains Katz, "is that 
it would allow us to show more 
musicals, such as "All That Jazz" 
and some of the old Beatles 
movies." 
Other innovations in the film 
series include previews of up-
coming shows, popcorn, and an 
improved publicity campaign. 
Posters listing the series' sched-
ual will be posted around cam-
pus and notebook-sized flyers 
will be distributed to area mer-
chants. 
So if you're looking for ex-
citement on a Thursday or 
Sunday evening, come on down 
to the MUB and check out the 
MUSO film series. Tickets are 
cheap ($1 for students, $2 for. 
non-students) and the movies 
are bound to be interesting. For 
more information, call the MUB 
INFO office at 862-1600 or the 
MUSO ofice at 862-1485. 
..... ' 
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Outrageous ekstasy I Siberry stung I Ferry 
Nina Hagen 
Nina Hagen in Ekstasy 
Columbia Stereo 
By Gregg Goostray 
The Mother of Punk has hit 
the New Wave scene and 
brought with her an incredibly 
original style that encompasses 
the best of both worlds. With 
a hard driving beat reminiscent 
of Black Flag and a thick and 
furious layer of synthesized 
sound, Nina Hagen's unique 
voice pierces the mind as well 
as the-ear. 
Hagen, the German-born, 
peace activist, Christian activist, 
and trend-setter, has on~ of the 
most amazing vocal ranges that 
I've ever experienced. From a 
baritone growl that sounds like 
Joan Jett with a tracheotomy, 
to a hyper-operatic, refined 
soprano, Nina has won the 
battle of female vocalists hands 
down. . 
Not only is her voice seem-
ingly limitless in it~ range, it 
also has a garriut of expression 
that tends to make it undistin-
guishable at times, and vaguely 
recognizable at others. 
· Sometimes when hearing one 
particular voice, it is hard to 
realize it 's her because it's so 
new and different. This is one 
of the best features of this album 
and it has to be experienced for 
it's both shocking and awe 
inspiring. 
The first track, ' '.Universal 
Radio," is an upbeat song that 
shows off Nina's incredible 
range better than any other. On 
the whole, it could be compared 
to a kind of turbo Missing 
Persons' Dale Bozzio in one of 
her bizarre moods, and yet it 
is definitely Hagenish in its 
delivery. · 
The next two tracks, "Gods ' 
of Aquarius" and "Russian 
Reggae," prove to be interesting 
in their lyric content as well as 
their wild voice characteriza-
tions. Filled with spiritual aware-
ness messages and anti-war 
statements respectively, these 
expand on the Prima Nina 
Ballerina's philosophy of life. 
Interesting stuff. . 
"1985 Ekstasy Drive" is a 
hyperactive blend of New Wave 
and Punk that seems to best 
reflect the theme of Nina's life 
as well as this album. This 
"Ekstasy" theme is not sexual 
in its content, but it reflects a 
state of mind, a state of well-
being, and an aggressive outlook 
on life. 
The flip side opens~with 
"Prima Nina In Ekstasy" a song 
which received quite a bit of 
airplay on good radio stations 
and whose catchy lyrics state 
their point right off the bat. 
The side nears its ending with 
Nina's rendition of "The Lord's 
· Prayer" which' basically follows 
·the original words but gives 
them a punk treatment that 
inust be heard to be appreciated. 
.· .. This record cap~ures most of_ 
the excitement of her appear-
ence at the Opera House on 
August 8th, yet to' see N~na 
Hagen is an experience in itself. 
Her dramatic quality and fab-
ulous vocal talent are captured 
on vinyl in a pretty satisfying 
· manner and her band, "The No 
Problem Orchestra," backs her 
up formidably. Anyone with the 
panache to do a remake of 
- Sinatra's "My Way" and the 
gospel favorite, "Spirit in the 
Sky," deserves a congratulatory 
listen. 
If punk and new wave is your 
forte then this record is one to 
be enjoyed and played until it 
wears out. Preferably loud. 
Bryan Ferry 
Boys and Girls 
Warner Bros. 
By Andrea Holbrook 
Bryan Ferry's solo efforts 
have always been intriguing 
extensions of the work he has 
done with Roxy Music, the band 
he leads. Ferry's records have 
been less public th:an Roxy 's -
with Roxy , he plays his cards 
close to his chest, but he always 
wins at solitaire. Boys and Girls, 
Ferry's latest effort is rio excep-
tion. 
He is backed here by some 
1s plagued by a loveless soul and 
searches for something lost. He 
sings of a wasteland in "Don't 
Stop the Dance", is "drifting 
through a world tattered and 
torn/every thought I have don't 
mean a thing." 
' "Windswept" is the most 
chillingly hauntin·g song on the 
record. It features passages of 
Knopfler's trademark Spanish 
guitar layered under beautiful 
horns. Ferry's vocals flow 
smoothly over the murky wa-
ters. 
A tick -tock beat, echoing 
Gilmour guitar riffs, and a 
wailing sax make "Boys and 
Girls," the last number, a me-
mory that lingers long after the 
music has stopped. 
Boys and Girls harkens back 
to Ferry's best and original solo 
effort; These Foolish Things, 
and .transcends his latest work 
with-Roxy. 
· It }s perfect for slow dancing 
by candlelight on a rainy night. 
What better compliment could 
be given to an album. 
Jane Siberry 
No Borders Here 
Duke Rec~rds 
By Gail Hendrickson 
superb instrumentalists, includ- The first song off Jane Siber-
ing David Gilmour (formerly ry's album "No Border Here," 
of Pink Floyd), Mark -Knopfler is entitled "Waitress," in which 
of Dire Straits, and Nile the chorus line states , " ... and 
Rodgers. Even though Ferry I'd probably be famous now if 
wrote all the songs except I wasn't such a good waitress.''. 
"Don't Stop the Dance" on Perhaps this is the profession 
which -he collaborated with Ms. Siberry should have kept 
Rhett Davies, a few numbers to. 
are characterized by the distinc- Jane Siberry is a contempor-
tive guitar playing of Knopfler ary Canadian musician utilizing 
and Gilmour. modal rhythmic trac~s.-· and 
Boy.r and Girls is a. subtle sparse, upfront lyrics·. U nfor-
mind teaser. Ferry's unemotion- tunately, most of the songs are 
al vocals - he is deadpan on all so fundamental in content and 
but "Slave to Love"- combined form they become trite and 
with altering tempos and com- technically repetitive. 
pelling lyrics tantalize. 1 "Dancing Class" .and "Extra 
His deadpan delivery is what Executives" are two songs which 
makes his lyrics so interesting, are relatively contemporary in 
giving them impact. Ferry has subject matter but lack any 
always been cool and debonair, worthwhile commentary. It 
a pose hiding a romantic soul. seems that dance classes are 
Every song on the disc is haunt- great for meeting people out 
ing, "Windswept' and "Boys and ·of the ordinary, " ... the girls I 
Girls" are downright spooky. met are different/than the ones 
The detached vocals on "Sen- I meet at work/and there's 
sation" deny the instrumental always at least/ one sensitive 
·tensioh and such tortured lyrics guy." _ 
as "Never seem to touch/I didn't But when it comes to the real 
feel enough motivation/ then value of these exercise classes, 
I hear you call/ and I need it all." Siberry said "I must stay /lmust 
It's a funky song featuring a mean stay in shape/I must try /I must 
guitar played with definite try new steps." Of course, the 
Gilmour flair. urgency of this fitness addiction 
"Slave to Love" has Ferry at is emphasized by that quick, 
his most emotional. The song pulsating rhythmic beat that 
is the only one reminscent of Siberry insists on never letting 
his work with Roxy music and her audience forget throughout 
remarkably like "Dance A way" the album. 
from Roxy's Manifesto album. Perhaps these quick, circular 
Slow and tortured Ferry wins tracks are a social commentary 
with a Royal Flush. ' on the competitive, stagnant 
Ferry's songs have always world of high-powered execu-
dealt with romance, fidelity and rives which Siberry sings about 
the pained heart. On the dark in "Extra Executives." "Ever-
~nd_ moo~y Boys and .Girls he ything's an_ exercise/for the 
extra executive/he's not sure 
just who you are/~ut xou might 
be a good connection. . 
Then again, perhaps it's a lack 
of artistic imagination on the 
artist's part, both poetically and 
rhythmically. 
A haunting quality exists in 
a few of Siberry's songs, such 
as "You Don't Need" and "Map 
of the World (Part l)." At times, 
Siberry' s singing resembles that 
of the performance artist Laurie 
Anderson. She will occasionally 
whisper and talk through her 
lyrics, enhancing the unusual 
and eerie images found in some 
of her songs. , 
For instance, as a woman 
_finds herself rejected from her 
aloof lover . in "You Don't 
Need," her response is very odd, 
"so I ate a star from the far back, 
black sky/and it floated up 
behind one eye and wavered 
there ... " Speaking rather than 
singing the lyrics Siberry suc-
ceeds in lending a harsher tone 
to. the piece. 
"Mimi on the Beach" is per-
haps the most popular song off 
the album and it seems to be a 
compilation of all the techniques 
she appli~s in her other pieces. 
Yes, that disco beat is again 
at the front of the song as are 
the repetitive lyrics. "Mimi on 
the beach/fyfimi on the 
beach/Mimi and me." (Maybe 
she has a desire to be another 
Gertrude Stein.) 
There is even a spoken sec-
tion to ·the lyrics in which "The 
great leveller is coming/ and he's 
not going to stop and take your . 
pulse." I assume the.re is some 
urgency to this statement about 
Mimi but it's not very convinc-
ing. In fact, the entire album 
is not very convincing. · 
Siberry may think she took 
risks when creating this album, · 
but I think all she succeeded in 
doing was taking stabs at being 
creative and innovative, and fell 
short. After you've heard one 
song off this album, you've 
heard them all. In fact, H you're 
still considering this album, buy 
a single: 
Sting 
The Dream of the Blue Turtles 
A & M Records 
By Jon Ek~trom 
The apparent breakup of the 
Police, one of the most popular 
groups in the world, has resulted 
in a number of solo releases by · 
the three members of the group. 
Andy Summer's relationship 
with guitarist Robert Fripp has 
thus far yielded two solo albums 
while drummer Stewart Cope-
land has composed the music 
for the film, Rumblefish and 
his latest dislocated effort, The 
Rhythmatist. 
And floating somewhere in 
the creative heavens above these 
two is Sting. While he has been 
involved in a number of outside 
projects, Dream of the Blue 
Turtles in_his first "solo" album. 
Not much has been said about 
the album, simply because it 
hasn't come anywhere close to 
acheiving the enormous pop-
ularity of Synchronicity, the 
police's last studio album. Des-
pite let-down expectations and 
concurrent criticism based on 
those expectations, the album 
is good; certainJy matching 
anything the Police have put 
out. 
"If You Love Somebody," the 
album's obligatory single, has 
about the same weight as the 
tacky poem (found in high 
school yearbooks across the 
cou~try), the title is lifted 
from-catchy arrangement 
though. 
"Love is the Seventh W.ave," 
the next cut, is a nice bit of 
reggae followed by "Russians," 
a classic case of bloated, albeit 
well-meaning political senti-
ment dragging a song down. 
On this song , and one other, 
"We Work the Black Seam" on 
the second side, Sting seems 
particularly intent on sledge-
hammering political rhetoric 
into our heads-pe'rhaps it's a 
statement about propaganda. 
Despite Sting's overbearing 
altruism, these two pieces are 
heavy-handed-a theme bor-
rowed from Prokofiev! 
With such criticism out of the 
way, the first side continues with 
"Children's Crusade," arguably 
the most powerful piece on the 
album. . 
Describing the senseless sac-
rifice of thousands of young men 
in World War I, the song paints 
a moving picture of the hypoc-
risy and ·ultimate futility of all 
war-"Pawns in the/ game are 
not victims of chance/ Strewn 
on the fields of Belgium and 
France/ Poppies for young men, 
Death's bitter trade/ All of 
those young lives- betrayed." 
"Shadows in the Rain" splen-
didly concludes the first side of · 
Turtles with the good-time feel 
of an impromptu jam. 
Enough said about "We Work 
the Black Seam," except that 
after repeated lisu~nings it is 
still stodgy and over-stated. 
"Consider Me Gone" might 
be ~een ·as Sting's departing 
message to the Police- ''I've 
spent too many years at war 
with myself ... / After today, 
consider me gone." It is a song 
abo~atience _!b,at has reached 
STING, page 12 
-MOVIE--
<cominued from page 17) · 
though he hasn't changed much: 
The credibility of the story 
suffers from logical flaws. The 
CIA's stakeout resembles a 
Disney Land castle which ap-
pears in the heart of the Asian 
forest; shiney black Chevolet's 
emerge from the jungle bush 
without a trace of mud on the 
white-walled tires. 
Beneath the feeble comedy, 
· however, the movie does bring 
up a serious subject, namely the 
U.S. involvement in Third 
World countries. The film suc-
cessfully satirizes the whole'idea 
of American aid. Americans 
build, then systematic.ally des-
. troy the same bridge, all in the 
interest of the villagers. · 
· Well, the villagers never 
wanted a bridge in the first 
place. American propoganda at 
it's best, unfortunately com-
bined with comedy at it's worst. 
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users and people who have 
received transfusions between 
1980 and 198-3. There have been 
150 infants born with AIDS. 
Two women who were artifi-
cially inseminated have con-
tracted· AIDS. -
AIDS (Acquired Immune De-
ficiency Syndrome) . is thought 
to be caused by the HTLV-III 
virus. The deficiency in the 
immune system leaves AIDS 
victims defenseless against 
cancers and infections. 
In the immune system, AIDS 
attacks the T-4 lymphocyte, or 
"helper cell". The usual role of 
the helper cell is to alert the 'B' 
cell - . the producer of antib-
odies - when a virus or foreign 
substance has entered the body. 
The T-4 lymphocytes of an 
AIDS victim does not alert the 
'B' cells when a foreign body has 
been dececcd. Thus, no antib-
odies are produced, and the body 
has no defense against cancers 
or infections, such as pneumo-
/ 
cyctic pnuemonia or Karpos's 
Sarcoma. 
Prolonged fever, night 
swears, unexplained weight loss, 
diarhea and swollen glands are 
the first symptons of ARC, Aids 
Related Complex. More pro-
gressive symptons include pneu-
monia, shortness of breath, 
cough, fever, unhealing infec-
tion and skin lesions. 
"To this date the(e is no cure 
for AIDS. le is almost always 
fatal," says Dr. Haseltine. le has 
recently been discovered that 
AIDS not only effects the im-
mune system, but can have an 
effect on the cells of the brain 
as well, Haseltine explained. 
le is predicted chat 30 % of AIDS 
v;iccims will suffer neurological 
damage. The extent of chis 
damage is not known at the 
present rime. 
13,000 cases of AIDS have 
been diagnosed in the U niced 
Scares so far. Lase year, 385 cases 
were diagnosed in Massachus-
(continued from page 1) 
setts alone. Of rhos victims, 142 
have died. The number of new 
diagnosed cases doubles each 
year in the Bay State. 
"There are no cases· of AIDS 
at UNH at the present time, to 
my knowledge," said Dr. Pat-
ceron, Director of UNH Health 
Services. Ed Tasker, VD inves-
tigator for the State of N.H. said, 
"There have been five diagnosed 
cases of AIDS in N.H. Three 
have already expired. However, 
there are·several dozen addi-
tional people with AIDS living 
in N.H. who were not residents 
at the time of diagnosis, but who 
have since returned." 
The figure for the number of 
diagnosed cases can be mislead-
ing. "There are 500 thousand 
to 1 million infected people who 
aren't ill," says Dr. Jaffe of the 
Center for Disease Control in 
Atlanta. The incubation period 
for the virus has been estimated 
af 2 to 5 years. Bue many people 
who have been exposed to the 
virus may never get the disease 
AIDS. 
A test has been developed for 
the HTL V-III ~ntibody, but 
Tasker empasizes, "It is not a 
test for AIDS." If the AIDS virus 
has entered a person's blood-
stream, the HTL V-III antibody 
can be found in chat person's 
blood. Tasker says that the 
current test is only for the 
presence of the HTLV-III an-
tibody. 
"The test can't tell you if 
you're going to gee AIDS. le can't 
tell you if you're going to gee 
sick. le can't tell you if the virus 
is still there. le can only cell you 
if you've been exposed to the 
virus, and if there are antibodies 
for the virus in your blood," says 
Haseltine. "The test is not 
conclusive. However, it is _used 
as a tool in screening and 
protecting the nations blood 
supply," Tasker added. The Red 
Cross routinely screens donated 




All day long I walk from 
parking lot to parking lot in 
search of the expired 
meter. Oh, I may not find 
yours right off, but I'll find 
it eventually. You see tnat's 
my job. Personally, I don't 
understand it! Why some 
people are still driving and 
parking on campus? The 
new, free Kari-Van is the 
way to go! 
It's economical, you'll meet 
new people, and it's FREE. 
So the choice is yours. 
Take a ride on the Kari-Van 
or take a chance and make 
my day! · 
~ 
Supervisor Parking Lot Control 
Officer Arthur Smart 
----------ROUTE SCHEDULES available at: MUB, Town & Campus, Jodi's Party 
Center, and KARI-VAN Office at Hamilton Smith Hall. 
Coast• Transportation Building • UNH • Durham, N.H. .03824 • 862-2328 
ody. If the antibody is four 
the donor is contacted. 
In 1981 several new cases 
an immune deficiency we 
diagnosed as AIDS. That ye 
a virus was discovered to be t 
cause of AIDS. In 1983 scienti~ 
were able to pinpoint the vin 
However, cure for the virus h 
not yet been found. Researche 
are looking toward the devt 
opment of a vaccine. 
The federal government h 
200 doctors, scientists, ar 
technicians working on· Al[ 
every day. Secretary of Heal; 
and Human Sevices, Margar 
Heckler defended accusaciot 
that the U.S. government 
neglecting AIDS research. · 
believe the rational course 
not simply to throw money . 
the problem, but to have d 
scientists tell us what they nee 
and I will provide funding fc 
chem," Heckler said. 
The original budget for AIC 
research 1985-1986 has be€ 
increased 50% from 83.3 mi 
lion to 126.3 million. 
"Since there is not yet a cur 
the control of AIDS over d: 
next several years will have t 
be changes in behavior," JafJ 
said. "There needs to be 
decrease in sexual transmissio 
with multiple partners, and 
decrease of needle sharin 
among intraveneous drug u: 
ers." 
Any person with questior. 
or concerns about AIDS can ca 
1-800-852-3345 extension 44i 
and ask for Joyce Cournoyer, 
NH Health Official 
-SHORTAGE-
(continued from page 6) 
"If a student wants to get int 
dining services after college, th 
dining hall is a great way c 
start," Clarke said. 
"Even if they don't want 
career in this, students can sti 
benefit from a job," said Clark1 
"There's a lot of profession~ 
and personal interaction wit 
other student employees as we 
as adult supervisors," he addec 
A senior Classics majo . 
Clarke begins his fourth ye<J 
with Dining Services. "It starte 
off my freshman year," sai 
Clarke, "because I needed tb 
money. Once it got going, 
really liked it." 
"Last semester I applied fc 
a Student Supervisor positio 
for a couple of reasons," r 
explained. "It gives me addf 
responsibility and is a symb• 
of maturity. It feels good t 
know that I'm trusted to do t1 
job." 
Averaging 25 hours a wee 
a Student Supervisor positic 
offers a free 19-meal dining pie 
each semester plus a $4.30/I 
salary, said Clarke. 
"It's_ hard to figure out wh 
students want in a part-tin 
job" Clarke said. "We give 
good hourly salary,, cater to thf 
schedules, and oy virtue 1 
where they're working, they g 
to see a lot of their friends," I 
explained. 
Any student interested 
pursuing a job with Dinir 
Services should contact ti 
particular hall at which he/sl 
wants to work, Clarke said. 
Stillings, Huddleston, a1 
Philbrook run different shil 
and work within differe 
budgets," he said, "so studer 
can only apply for one hall." 
-
-<' . 
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By JIM DAVIS 
AND Wl-fY DID THE.Y l-IANli' ME 
TMREE PAIRS Of 3-17 C:rLASSE5? 
By GARY TRUDEAU 
AN07H£ 
BelTRAM/5 
BLOOM COUNTY By BER.KE BREATHED 
SHOE 
W€1.L. I , ~SN/Ff.I~ 
I'M VERY. .. WOK!?le/J. .. 
~ 5Mrr/ 1rs ... L. 
Im 50Rf?Y - I C!IN'T 
CON77/'/(f€ ... ?.Jlv'fff/: 
/ 
I MEAN, I Kf\Ol.J TUAT 
MTV AND MU~IC VIDE0.5 
HAVE. 0EEN ~~Sl\JE 
MONi;~- iVAK~fZ.S ... 
r~ 
q~"' 
©Jellerson CommunicLo11nc 1985 t;;::'.~~· 
----"'"" Distributed by Tribune Media Services, Inc. _ 1\. 
By J~ft MacNelly 
-PRESIDENT-
(continued from page 1) 
"I want to simplify the system 
and overhaul the entire tax 
structure from top to bottom," 
Reagan said, "Offsetting 
building-tax increases was step 
one in accomplishing this goal. 
Now, its time to finish the job." 
"Can I count on your sup-
port?" Reagan asked the enthu-
siastic crowd, and the answer 
was a resounding "yes." 
Given the proposed appeal 
for New Hampshire residents, 
the enthusiastic response gener-
ated by Reagan's speech seemed 
predictable. Reagan garnered 
~trong backing from Granite 
State voters in the 1976 election, 
running against incuml6ent Pres-
ident Gerald Ford and 1980 is 
of course, history. 
Banners fluttered in the mid-
day breeze and several local high 
school bands played before and 
after the President's speech. 
After concluding his speech 
on the tax program, Reagan 
made the most popular an-
nouncement of the afternoon, 
cheered by supporters and pro-
tes tors alike, the release of 
Reverend Weir. Reagan said 
that Vice President George Bush 
would be meeting with 
members of the families of the 
remaining six hostages but 
declined to comment further, 
"The reason \Yhy we've been 
keeping it so quiet," Reagan 
explained, "is that we don't want 
to endanger the chances of the 
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Tl1e-NicJ1c 
C'offccl1oMsc · 
An Entertainment Alternative 
Come join us for our fall opening 
LAST 
TONIGHT 
Funded by PFO 
Sat.. Sept 21st 
8-12 pm 




. from 7 to 9 p.m~ at 
Phi Mu Sorority (35 Madbury Rd) 
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CUSTOM T-SHIRT PRINTING -------------EXPENSIVE-------------
3131 Lafayette Road 
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801 
i 
Businesses, clubs, organizations 
Hats, totes, golf shirts, sweatshirts 
Many styles available · 
No order too small 
N.H. PRINTWORKS 
PETER C. GREIDER 
603-431-8319 
/ 
$100 before the medical plan 
covers any expenses. Also em-
ployees do not have a pay-roll 
deduction to help cover medical 
benefits. 
If the proposals are accepted 
by the USNH Board of Trustees, 
a "front end deductible" of $100 
per person ($200 per family) 
will go into effect. Another 
deductible, the Major Medical 
deductible, will be increased 
THE WBinEMORE SCHOOL 
is accepting intercollege transfers between September 23 and September 27 
Information and applications are available at the group .meetings 
scheduled: · 
Monday, Sept. 23, 8:30-9:00 am (Mee 318) 
Tuesday, Sept. 24, 1:00-1:30 pm (Mee 204) 
Wednesday, Sept. 25, 8:30-9:00 am (Mee 318) 
Thursday, Sept. 26, 1:00--1:30 pm (Mee 204) 
.Friday, Sept. 27, 8:30-9:00 am (Mee·318) 
Any problems see Sandy 
Whittemore advising 
McConnell 862-3885 
<co_ntinued fr~m page 1) 
from $100 to $150 per person. medical programs and retire-: 
This deductible will be increased ment programs accounted for 
to $200 on Jan. 1, 1987 and to 80 percent of the overall in-
$250 on Jan. 1, 1988 at the creases in fringe 1benefit expen-
discretion of the Board of Trus- ditures. · · 
tees. According to Marking's re-
Thomas said according to a port, "We (the University sys-
study she and a committee did, tern) net:d a redesign of the 
most employees don't want the fringe benef ~t program that it 
deductible to be increased. Em- can afford, people employed by 
ployees favor a payroli deduc- the University system will have 
tion to help the medical and a comprehensive benefits pro-
fringe benefits system instead. gram." 
Furthermore, Thomas · said, The Board of Trustees will 
"Not only did we (employees) be reviewing the proposals to 
want increased deductibles, we 'meet the needs· set out in Mark-
didn't even conce~ve of a front- ing's report. If the proposals 
end deductible." do not lead to improved. finan-
Thomas said she was con- cial stability for the medical 
cerned for the employees earn- plan, Marking recommended, 
- ing $10,000 a year. If the deduct- the Trustees enforce a pay-roll 
ible system goes through, those · deduction. This pay-roll deduc-
employees will have to pay a tion would be $24 a year for 
total of $250 (Major Medical employees with two-person 
and the front-end deductibles) coverage and $48 a year for 
before any medical insurance family coverage. 
will pay for hospital care, she Currently, for an employee 
said. earning $10,000 a vear, the 
While salaries and wages University sets .aside $5000 a 
went up by 52.2 percent between year. For medical and fringe 
1980 and 1985, fringe expen- benefits or 50% of the em-
ditures increased much more. ployees salary. 
Among the increases, Social The USNH Board of Trustees 
Security rose 73 percent, dental will vote on these proposals at 
payments· increased 124.5 per- their September 21 meeting at 
cent and workers compensation Plymouth State College. 
jumped 120.4 percent. 
Social Security, health and 
----WEIGHTS----
(continued from page 5) 
Heyliger. 
Heyliger said the machines 
will be available Mondays, Wed-
nesday.s, and Fridays, noon to 
8 pm, and Tuesdays and Thurs-
days from 12:30 pm to 8 pm. 
One person will be in the 
room to help anybody with 
'questions. Also there are charts 
posted on the ·walls and a VCR 
tape is available explaining the 
proper use of the equipment. ' 
CollegiCJte Products, Inc. 
+ 
Ainerican Red Cross 
Durham Red Cross Blood Drive 
September 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 
10.a.m. ~ 3 p.m. Memorial Union 
Refrigerator Rental 
Delivery Schedule 
Final two days -to order and 
pick up you~ unit 
Sat., Sept. 21 
Sun., Sept ·22 
. Time 12-4 p.m·. 
Location: Center of Quad 
Look for the LI-Haul or 
Ryder Rental Truck 
Thank you, 
Tom True, Program Manager 
868-7411 . 
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CLASSIFIED 
__ [_ He~lp Wante~d J[IlJ I Servkes and Repairs I~ 
Work study positions available for UNH 
Faculty Center. Dishwashers, sandwich 
makers, bartenders. waitresses, cashiers. 
call 862-1320 or apply in person. 
WANTED: baby sitty in my home in Ports-
mouth. 5 month old infant (cute) mornings 
8-12. Good job. good pay for the right 
person. Jerry Howe 2-1700 or 431-4101 
Help wanted-car wash attendants. $4/hr 
oqd and all Murs. Transportation needed. 
15 min. from UNH. CASHIER position also 
available. Sat. and Sun. 8-2 and 2-8. CAii 
Michael at the Sparkle Spot (207) 439-6332 
VW Bus-1974, 18,000 mi. on rebuilt 
engine. runs well, instpected thru De-
cember. seats seven, storage box converts 
to bed, 22 mpg, good steel radials. minor 
rush repairs in progress. $1400. Call 659-
3526 after 6 pm 
For sale : Alpine ·AM/FM_ .Digital car 
cassette. Deck and Boston acoustics 6x9 
speakers. Brand new. still in boxes! Asking 
$230 for deck, $170 for speakers. Call 
Gordon at 7 49-0830 
Volvo High Mileage Award Winner for sale! 
you could be in a volvo add if you buy our 
1972 145. She runs great. has new tires · 
and was just inspected all for only $800. 
Call 868-1064 eves or 436-3950 Doug or 
Claudie · ' 
DIABLO 1620 Letter quality computer 
printer with keyboards 45 cps at 1200 baud 
and ETX/ ACK hand shaking . IBM PC 
compatible and does all special pringting 
fuctions with wordstar . Can be used as 
terminal at 300 BAUD. Installed on your 
computer with full one month warranty . 
For only $475. Please call 664-2787 and 
leave your name and telephone number. 
Thank you · 
DEC VT-101 industry standard terminal. 
Like new condition with one month war-
ranty. $695. Please call 664-2787 and lave 
your name-and Aumber. Thank you. 
1976 VW Rabbit $500 firm. Call evenings 
after 5. 7 49-2173 
MEN'S SCHWINN VARSITY 10 SPEED 
BICYCLE. like new. $85. Call bob Douglas 
at 862-2297 
BRAND NEW OLIVETTI, PORTABLE, 
ELECTRIC, SELF-CORRECTING TY-
PEWRITER . Never used . Cost: $275 , 
Asking : $150. Call Bob Douglas at 862-
2297 
1975 VW Bug. Engine excellent condition. 
As is $750 or Best offer. Call Judy 868-
6355 . . 
Musical theater for singers and dancers- · 
a 6 week course in Durham. Beginning 
Monday Sept 30 from 7 to 9:30 . Limited 
enrollment. Call 868-5669 
SMALL JOBS DONE: college student with 
a truck can do: Moving and hauling, rubbish 
removal, landscaping and other odd jobs. 
Call Mal 659-2909. 
f_~_rsonals_I~ . 
Michele-Hope you come over _at Home-
coming! You can find out what goes on and 
why I enjoy it so much. Don't miss the Friday 
night Dtnner. It will be great. I promise not 
to be a pain or bother. Come and enjoy. 
Your friend RW .. 
ATTENTION ART MAJORS!! The UNH 
Faculty centers would like to display your 
artwqrk f.ree of charge in our dining room. 
Please contact Chris at 862-1320 or 868-
1672 by Sept 25 
SAVE MONEY. Write your own professional 
looking resume with line-by-line instruction 
kit. To receive·send $5 to SECRETARY, 
13 Old Landing Road. Durham. NH 03824 
Non-sexist wholistic counseling & therapy 
transitions. relationships. lifestyles personal · 
empowerment and growth. Ramona Abel Ila, 
MA. Portsmouth. NH. Sliding scale. (603)-
431-4691 
Dave M. to the newly svelte guy. H~ve been 
waiting late night at Nicks for you. Are you 
a study rat now? A lonely Nicks chick. 
To Public Safety .. .TOW YOUR MAMA!! 
ED!!!!! Here's your very first personal. How's 
the ankle? I hear it doesn't keep you off 
the dance floor. Hey - you're losing your 
California tan, don't worry, I am too. Happy 
hour tonight at Scott's. See ya later. L 
Looking for someone to talk to. come to 
the Adult Children of Alcoholics Support 
Group. Meetings will be held bi-weekly 
begining Thurs. Sept. 26 at 7:00pm at 
Underwood House. Contact Kathleen 2-
3823 for info 
Happy 20th Birthday Pupster! Aren't you 
legal yet? That's OK.I'll wait. I love you. 
you bucket head! Have a great day! Love 
Gup xxxooo 
Get a head start on your research paper 
a·t T_ASK's three-part mincourse . 
Workshops will be presented on Defining 
a topic and developing a thesis statement 
Thurs .. Sept. 19; Accessing information 
in the library, Thurs .. Sept. 26; and organ-
izing and writing the resaarch paper, Thurs .. ' 
Oct 3. All sessions run from 12:30 -2:00 
and will be held in the Forum Room Floor 
C of Dimond Library. 
'MEET THE PIKE CHALLENGE" 
I 
5 XTRAJ"f'OR.ll AVENUE 
.nuRJCAn. NEW ILUl.PXK1.R.E 
Freshmen from Dodie High Key Club, we 
need you!!! Please come to our "Birthday 
Party" blood drive next week!! Be a donor 
in the Donie High style or be a volunteer 
or bath! Just come and spread your great 
enthusiasm! I'll be looking for you from Sept. 
23 through Friday Sept 27, 10 to. 3 at the 
Mub 
You've seen him on the Tonight Show. 
You've laughed with him on David Letter-
man and HBO. Now he 's here!! George 
CARllN,Oct. 3 at the UNH Field House. This 
is not to be missed! 
"Scope" brings comedy back to UNH with 
renouned artist George CARLIN! DATE: 
. Oct. 3 TIME:.8pm PLACE: UNH Field House. 
Tickets will be available this Mon.Sept. 
23, for full time undergrads only, ($10) and 
Tues. Sept. 24 ($13) for grads and the 
general public. DON'T MISS this special 
event! ·· ' 
·Applications for Scope President and 
Production Manager are due today . This 
is an exceptional oppportu.nity for studenis , 
Interested in future management position: 
REMEMBER CLASSES ARE NOT 
ENOUGH IN THE REAL WORLD! 
fspecially for you , Michael: When I must 
leave you for a little while, Please do not 
grieve and shed wild tears and hug your 
sorrow to you through the years, but start 
out bravely with a gallant smile; and for 
my sake and in my name live on and do 
all things the same, feed not your loneliness 
on empty days, but fill each waking hour 
in useful ways, reach out your hand in 
comfort and in cheer and I in turn will 
comfort you and hold you near; and never, 
never be afraid to die. for I am waiting for 
you in the Sky!(Helen Steiner Rice) I love 
you sweetheart and will always be here 
_for you, Jennifer 
Beth on Devine 1st - How's it going? Didn't 
get to walk you home Sat night, but was 
nice talking to you . Hope to see ,you 
around.A. 
Bryan - Toga! Toga! Toga! Ice - come Help 
me with my gift. Joe P. - Sorry about not 
getting it done. Clark - Have you found the 
right girl yet? Still Drinking, Haven 't got 
her yet! Your pal Down the road 
1975 VW Bus, 7 passenger. orange, good 
engine. regular gas, all season radials, am-
fm stereo,4-.:-Speed, everything works, 
california car-only two NH winters, some 
dents, asking $1500, can bring to campus, 
Madbury 7 49-2496 
HEY GANG! HEY GANG! How about 
another FRESHMAN CAMP COUNSELOR 
MEETING?! Yeah, we're kind of excited 
about it too. So y'all come to Murkland 110 
Tues Sept 24 at 8:00. Don't forget, it's time 
to vote for yur ne.w co-directors!! Also, don't 
forget your new co-directors!! Also, don't 
forget your pumpkins. 
Kelly - The beautiful brunette on Devine 
3rd. Look out for Steve. He's an animal. 
Take care. His trainer. 
SPEAKERS - KLH Model 12. Threeway, 
4 speaker system in two waln.ut floor 
cabinets 29H /22W / 15D 8 ohms. New $550 
- asking $200. Also SPARETIRE - Firestone 
s'1 '7cial spare (temporary) new with rim 
1I)/80D14. $20. Call 868-7519. -, 
·George Carlin tickets will go on sale 
beginning at 1 :00 pm, Monday, September 
?'.'.lrd for SAF UNDERGRADS ($10) and 
l uesday, September 24th for General 
Public and Grad Students ($13). 
Privat~ tutoring available in phy'sics 402 . 
407, 408. math 425. 426, chem 403, 404. 
$5/hr. Call Mike Paulsen, 363-6406 or 
leave name and number in my mailbox in 
p_emerit Hall second floor. 
Help Wanted - Delivery Person. $3.80/hr .. 
6% mileage plus tips. Call 742-8411 or 
come by 50 Broadway, Dover. across from 
Red's Shoe Barn. 
1981 Subaru. excellent shape, sun-roof. 
rustproof, stereo. 5-speed. $2850 or best 
offer. 433-1190 eves. 868-7508 days. 
Tired of hanging out in Durham every 
weekend? Then try hanging in the trees 
for a change. Oct.4,5,6 combination Ropes 
Course, Sleep in a Yurt. Hiking Trip. Fun. 
challenging adventure. Sign up at NHOC 
office. rm 129 MUS. 
MOTORCYCLE - 1973 CL 350 HONDA, 
11,000 miles. Excellent condition. New 
battery. Call Alan Richard, 749-4339. $275 
-or best offer. 
It's not too late to order the Boston GLOBE. 
You can order tM Globe by contacting 
Mark at Acacia. Don 't miss out on this 
campus bargain - almost 1 /2 price and 
delivered to your door each morning. 
For Sale: King -size bed with antique pine 
headboard. $100 complete . Headboard 
alone - $50. Call 868-2897 after 5 pm. 
Roommate needed to share a 2 pedroom 
Portsmouth apt. Downtown location, 1 /2 
block to Kari-van. $210 ,per month, heat 
and hot water included. Call 431-9632. 
Part-time stable help needed. For info call 
Sharon 742-3377. 
NA TE - Thanks for the patience and the 
support. You'll always be number one, even 
when you don't shave. Love, Skip. 
It's not too late to order the BOSTON 
GLOBE. You can order the Globe by 
contacting Mark at Acacia. Don't miss out 
on this campus bargain - almost 1 /2 price 
~nd delivered to your door each morning. 
Penrill 1200 Baud Modem IBM PC Com-
patible direct connect manual dial $120. 
664-2787 
The N'ew Hampshire Reporters' meeting, 
Weds. 24, at 12:30, room 151 in The MUB. 
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S'up Kp from Ml? Nice pose on the cov0 • 
of the NH . Was that the "smug" look 
were you just resting your arms? Ha. t 
Love Always, Fluff P.S. What are y 
thinking about hmm? 
The brothers of Delta . Chi wish to expre 
our gratitude to the sisters of Phi Mu · 
all their support over the last year a 
especially for their helping with our ru 
program. You ladies are the best! 
LAST CHANCE - The Delta Chi fratern 
will be holding their last open rush Frid 
Sept. 20 from 7 -9 p.m. at Phi Mu soror 
(35 Madbury Rd.) Don't miss your chan 
to become a member of UNH's newest a 
fastest growing fraternity. 
Doe - Hand in there! only one more we 
before you visit the beautiful countrysi 
of Maine. Luv, M. 
FU - 108: FUN party last Friday! It's grE 
to see that FU is getting off to a fine st. 
this year. I'm psyched for lots of fun-till 
events. Let's keep up the FU spidt and 
the liquid pot flow! (By the way, nice fac 
on Saturday, Bernie!) Love, Millie 
BANSHEE MANIA! 
KATHY- YES YOU! THE WONDEROUS 1 
2C R.A. IN CHRISTENSEN! YOU'RE Tt 
GREATEST--- AND I DIDN'T MEAN l 
LEAVE YOU OUT LAST . WEEK. KEI 
SMILING! LOVE. MARLA. 
Small Jobs Done. College Student witt 
truck can do: Moving & hauling, rubbi 
removal. landscapin_g, and other jobs. C 
Mal, 659-2909 . 
Wanted part-time help, good p< 
Afternoons 2 to 3 hrs. Saturdays a 
Sunday mornings must have vehi< 
mileage allowance pay - call The Por 
mouth Herald 436-1800, ask for r 
Hurdwick or Mr. Ferrini 
Roomate wanted - Male for 2 bdr apt 
Newmarket - 380/mo and util -
smoke/pets. Sec.Dep and lease,Kari-V< 
659 - 5355 Tom- Pref Grad but r 
necessary- avail immed. 
Apple II Plus. with CP/M-OS (MBasic, 
Basic),64k,monitor Ill, 2 Apple drives, 
screenwriter. 10 disks • Fortran, $700 (w Io 
Fortran $600); 772-5336 
We need a dynamic, environmentally-
minded person to offer secretarial .support 
2 or 3 days per week. Call 436-3950 for 
details. We're fun to work with! 
Loft for sale: Used 1 /2 semester, very . 
sturdy 4x4 legs. $55_ Call Cindy 868-1871 
Hello, its us again, the 1985 Freshman 
Camp Execs, and we really miss everyone! 
So, we thught we would have a COUNSE-
LOR MEETING. Bring your faces and the 
rest of your bodies to Murkland 11 0 at 8:00 
on Tuesday Sept. 24. You'll be voting for 
co-directors, so don't 'forget to bring 
something purple! · 
-~ . 
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Can't stand the heat 
--=------ in the kitchen? ------
MUB 
~.1 . NIGHT 
~ GRILL 
Experience the MUB BURGER. -----
A juicy, 6 oz .. burger, tbpped with cheese. Served with 
chips and a pickle. 
$1.95 
-------------------flCE--------------------
were placed in positions and 
many, if not all had valuable 
learning experiences and en-
joyed the program, he said. 
Paola Fernandez Rana was 
one of forty two students across. 
the country hired by AT&T as 
a marketing assistant. She was 
responsible for selling machin-
ery for the company and working 
with their marketi!_lg.pr~gram. 
"It was definately a good 
experience. It gave me the 
opportunity that not many 
students get. I got to travel and 
I really learned a lot," ·said Rana. 
Sue Grotenhuis, a commun-
ications major, worked at Sim-
plex Wire and Cable doing 
promotions and Public Rela-
tions. Her job included writing 
press release$ and internal 
<continued fro~ page 2) 
promotional work. 
. Many engineering ·and com-
puter science majors participat-
. ed in Field Exper:iences this 
summer. Bob Beaulieau, a Com-
puter Science major, also 
worked at Simplex. He set up 
a computer system for the 
company to maintain inventory 
· control, and instructed the 
company on how to use the 
system. Philip Do~erty, an 
electrical engineering major, 
worked for a department of the 
Navy on a SUP Ship in Boston, 
doing drafting and ship designs. 
To participate in a Field 
Experince, a student must go 
to the Field Experience office 
. in Verette House, Jill out an 
information sheet and submit 
a resume. The office will send 
the n~sume to companies related 
to the student's major. If a 
student is hired by a company 
and accepts the position, he or 
she must take the DCE Field 
Experience course and get a 
faculty advisor to supervise 
them. 
Todd Love, the student assist-
ant and promotional director 
fo~ the Summer Field Experience 
Program stressed the impor._ 
tance of applying early. He said 
there are already openings for 
next summer and the deadline 
for applications is in December. 
"The sooner people get ih, 
the better we can serve their 
needs," Love said. Harris agreed 
with Love and said, "I think 
everyone should· give Field 
Experience a try." 
I'm a student who has no equal. Here's my 
proof-of-purchase to prove it. Please 




. Phone Number 
HP-41 Serial Number 
Mail coupon witfl proof-of:purchase to: 
Hewlett-Packard Co., c/o Direct Mail 
Projects/M-M, P. 0. Box 10598, 
Portland, Oregon 97209 
Zip 
Offer not redeemable at HP dealer. HP-41 must be purchased 
between 8/15/85 and 11/15/85. Envelopes must be postmarked 
by 12/31/85. Good only in U.S.A. Void when prohibited, taxed 
or restricted by law. HP employee purchases not eligible. Allow 
6-8 weeks· for delivery. · · 
/ 
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And of course, she wouldn't have had to 
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's 
length, either. 
After all, you can always think of one 
more way fo tell someone you love them 
when you're on the phone. 
Let us count the ways you can save~ 
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or 
from llpm to 8am, Sunday through Friday, 
and you'll save 60% off AThT's Day Rate · 
on your state-to-state calls. 
·Call between 5pm and llpm, Sunday 
through Friday, and you'll save 40% on your 
state-to-state calls. 
So when you'r~ asked to choose a long 
distance company, choose AThT. Because 
· with AThTs 60% and 40% discounts, you 
can satisfy your heart's desire without 
exhausting your means. 
Rea(:h out and touch someone;i 
'" 
--AT&T 
© 1985 AT&T Communications 
The right choice. 
.. ........, ... - .. .... ... -- ---- -
. .... 
-
,; ; -> 
.i 
-~ 
I • • q 
~ 
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Men's soccer team 
By Pat Graham 
The phrase 'close but no cigar' 
couldn't have been more ap-
propriate for tqe UNH men's 
soccer Wildcats Wednesday as 
they lost a thrilling 3-2 double 
overtime tangle to the U niver-
si ty of Massachusetts Minute-
men at a crowded Lewis Field~ 
In fact, the 'Cats were about 
four inches away from victory. 
With 45 seconds left in the first 
overtime period, sophomore 
forward Zack Apgar made a 
beautiful run down the left wing 
only to have his shot, which for 
all intents and purposes would 
have been the game winner, 
rattle off the top crossbar. 
UMass opened the scoring at 
21:00 of the first half on a Nick · 
Marciano goal. Andy Bing of the 
- Minutemen then opened the 
second half with a goal making 
the score 2-0 UMass. It was at 
that point that UNH started . 
making its move. Senior Co-
captain Adrian Pfisterer was 
awarded a penalty kick and made 
good on it making the score 2-
1. Eight minutes later, Fresh-
man forward Marc Griff in 
fiddled and diddled around two 
UMass defenders and banged 
home his first goal of his young 
college career. 
The remainder of regulation 
time saw end to end action with 
both teams having serious scor-
ing chances. Wildcat goaltender 
Dave Barlow came up big in the 
last two minutes with some key 
stops. 
The first overtime period saw 
mostly midfield action with the 
exception of Apgar's hit cross-
bar. UMass then g<:H their 
second wind and cam-e out 
storming at the start of the 
second overtime. Minuteman 
forward Purdie Adobe capital-
ized on a Wildcat defensive 
mixup and slammed home the 
game winner for the men from 
Amherst. · -
UMass outshot the 'Cats 16-
12 and good games were turned 
in by Barlow, hustling forward 
Jeff Bergholtz and fullback Jack 
Sebastian. 
UNH coach Ted Garber com-
mented after the game, "We 
were ourhustled a lot in certain 
situations. We had two key 
opportunities that we couldn't 
capitalize on and all in all I feel 
that UMass deserved to win the 
game more than we did.". 
The Wildcat hooters now 
travel onward for an engage-
ment against Plymouth State 
on Monday. Coach Garber sai-
d, "I expect a hard hitting game 
against Plymouth, expecially . 
up on their field." 
A goal late in the second overtime period by UMass sent the UNH men's soccer squad to 
a 3-2 loss Wednesday afternoon.(Karen Hartnett photo) 
Women's soccer tips St. A's 
By Chris U rkk 
The UNH women's soccer 
team continued its undefeated 
ways yesterday, by defeating 
Saint Anselms 1-0 in a hard 
fought contest on the lower 
fields. 
The Wildcats kept the· play 
for the most part in St. A's end 
and controlled the play at mid-
field. Still, St.A's defense played 
stubbornly in their own end, and 
with the exceptional play of 
their goalie Kristin Roy, kept 
the game scoreless at the half. 
Still, it was the play of the 
UNH midf ielders that kept the 
pressure off goalie Janene 
Tilden. Tilden faced only five 
shots the whole game, but still 
· the pressure was on until UNH 
finally broke through. 
At the 19:00 mark of the 
second half, UNH finally went 
ahead for good. Margie Arnold 
got the game winner as she took 
a pass fro~ Dawn Peck and beat 
a diving Roy. Arnold continued 
her scoring tear which started 
in the season's opener when she 
scored three of UNH's five 
goals. The defense kept St. A.' s 
at bay for the remainder of rhe 
game, and the Wildcats moved 
their 1985 record to 2-0. "' · 
Statistics told the whole story 
in this game, as UNH outshot 
St. A.'s 20 to 5, and had seven 
corners, while their opponents 
didn't get one. UNH next plays 
tomorrow at UConn. Will the 
undefeated season continue? It 
will be interesting to see, as 
some tough competition lies 
ahead for the Wildcats. 
Lavoie leads UNH 
golf squad to win 
By Steve Langevin 
. A one-under-par round of 71 . 
by UNH's Jeff Lavoie lifted the 
men's golf team to a 'rri-match 
victory over Bowdoin and Mer-
rimack yesterday on the Ports- -
11\0uth Cou,ntry Club course and 
made a bit bf history. It was the 
first time that a UNH golfer 
had completed a round under 
par in a regular match in 15 
years. 
. Bowdoin at 415 and Merrimack 
at 419. 
In addition to Lavoie's match-
best round the other UNH 
scorers were Dana 'Silver and 
B_ill Judy who c.arded 79's, Jack 
Lavoie who came in at 80 and 
Peter Mollica who finished with 
an 84. 
The UNH women's soccer team got by Stonehill 1-0 Wednesday afternoon in Durham. The 
victory raises the 'Cats record to 2-0.(Sanjay Jain photo) 
The Wildcats winning team 
total was 393, followed by 
The double victory elevates 
the Wildcats' record to 4-1 with 
their next match at Saint An-
selm's today. 
-------M.TENNIS----
(continued from page 27 
rre) really came through for us," 
said an exuberant UNH coach 
Bob Berry. "I didn't know how 
they would react in that situa-
tion, but they did it for us. They 
stayed under control and hung 
in there when they were down." 
I 
man are all 3-0 this season. 
"After what happened last 
year there was no way we 
(Palumbo and Seibert) were 
going to lose," said Palumbo. 
"We really wanted this match 
and we got it." 
The Wildcats will try to 
continue their winning ways 
1 
today when they host the Uni-
versity of Maine at 3 pm on the 
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Andrea Jon Steve Old William 
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BU BU UNH UNH UNH 
Lehigh UCONN Lehigh UCONN Lehigh 
Del W&M Del Del Del 
URI URI URI URI Maine 
H.Cross H.Cross H.Cross H.Cross H.Cross 
VMI Rich Rich Rich Rich 
Much of the reason for the 
match even getting to that point 
was the strong play of Palumbo 
aqd Seibert who accounted for 
three of · the five UNH points. 
Palumbo breezed through his 
singles match with a 6-0, 6-1 
win, while Seibert battled to a 
7-5, 6-4 win over Delank. Hy-
man got the Wildcats' other 
point when he got off to a good 
start and defeated Brady 6-1, 
6-3 , Seibert, Palumbo and Hy-
. UNH defeated Maine 9-0 last 
year Coach Berry isn't looking 
past that team. •' ............................... 11111111-.. ........................... -. ........................... _. ..................... .... 
"There is a great rivalry 
between Maine and UNH in 
every sport," said Berry. "A win 
over UNH makes their sea.son." 
Last week the Old Grad had to fork over $150 to the UNH 100 Club when he posted 
a 3-3 record to gues_t Larry Favinger's 5-1 mark. , This week his opponent is Durham 
Fire Department Captain William Cote. 
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By Steve Langevin 
Last season against the Uni-
vets i ty of Massachusetts, the 
UNH men's tennis team lost 
all three doubles matches and 
rhe match 5-4, but Wednesday 
rhey were determined not to let 
ir happen again. Thanks to the 
rhird doubles duo of Dave Hall 
and Dean LaPierre, which came 
from one set down to win the • 
deciding match, it didn't happen 
as rhe Wildcats pulled out a 5-
4 win to extend their unbeaten 
record to 3-0. 
The teams were tied at 3-3 
a r rhe end of the six singles 
ma.rches but after UMass' Jeff 
Brady and Marc Weinstein 
walked off the court with a 7-
6, 7-5, 6-2 victory at number one 
doubles over UNH's T.J. Hy-
man and Shaun Hassett, UMass 
needed only a win at second or 
third doubles to secure the 
victory. 
However, the Wildcats' se-
. rnnd doubles tandem of Dave 
Palumbo and Christian Seibert 
rose to the occassion with a 6-
2,6-4 victqry raising its mark 
to 3-0 this season, to set the 
srage for Hall and LaPierre. 
When Palumbo and Seibert's 
march was over Hall and LaPie-
rre had already lost the first set 
6-1 ro Paul Zaretsky and John 
Delenk and things looked bleak 
for ~ the Wildcats, but their 
recovery was a quick one, as they 
rurned the tables on their 
UMass counterparts by storm-
ing rhrough the second set, 
winning 6-1. 
In the fin al set each player 
held his serve for one round 
making the score 2-2, but it was 
rhen that the Wildcat duo took 
charge as they broke UMass' 
serve, taking advantage of a 
couple of double faults, solid 
play by LaPierre and some 
winners from Hall. LaPierre 
rhen held serve for a 4-2 Wildcat 
lead. 
I 
The pressure began to show 
on rhe UMass players as the 
server made three consecutive 
doublefaults, opening the door 
for an easy UNH break. Hall 
rhen held serve to close out the 
march as he and LaPierre were UNH men's tennis. team's number three singles player Shaun Hassett(top) gets down to return 
swamped by their teammates a shot ~gainst UMass Wednesday.The Wildcats won 5-4.(Scott Jones photo). 
an~ coach on rhe court. . UNH's fifth singles player Kathie Mullen(bottom) unleashes a backhander in the match against 
Those two (Hall 6and LaPie- Holy Cross Tuesday. UNH won 5-4.(Suzie Haynes photo) 





By Lisa Sinat~a 
Here is the team that won 
accept defeat, any kind of defea 
as the number one singles play<: 
Ami Walsh stretched her recor 
to 3-0 to help the UNH worr 
en's tennis tea,m hop over Hol 
Cross 5-4 on Tuesday. 
Walsh easily defeated Caroly 
Flanagan in two sets 6-1, 6-
N umber two seed Jen Radde 
went to the limit, playing thn 
sets but overpowered ·her 01 
, ponent 6-3, 4-6, 6-1. She no· 
stands at 2 ~ 0. Also victorioi 
in singles for UNH was numbt 
six player Jane Schleisman wh 
won in straight sets over Nam 
Lynch 6-3, <i_-2L 
The number three doublt 
team of Laura Hebert and M 
chelle Phaneuf won their mate-
6-4, 4-6, 6-2 also extending the 
wi!ln_ing streak to 3-0. 
Priscilla Whitehouse and Cot 
nelia Sullivan, UNH' s numbc 
two doubles team defeated Elle 
Curran and Damien O'Brien < 
1, 3-6, 6-3, to boost their recor 
to 2-0. 
UNH coach Russ McCurdy 
is plea~ and full of enthusiasm 
for his team. 
"I think a lot them," he 
said, "they practice with inten-
sity ~nd they don't_let up." ' 
Walsh, a junior, said, 'Tm 
happy about my playing· I'm 
· dorn~ much better than last 
year.' She said the competition 
is stronger this year but eve-
ryone including the freshmen 
are doing well and holding their . 
own. 
As for their successful 3-0 
record, "It's all team effort," 
Walsh said. 
Coach McCurdy agrees, "We 
have a mixed bag, with-veterans, 
freshmen and players returning 
from a year abroad. I'm sur-
prised with .the results. They' re 
' ready to play." 
The Wildcats will continue 
to add pressure and attempt a 
4-0 record when they travel to 
Maine on Saturday at 1 :00. 
(continued from page 28) 
that the blocks weren't sustained 
long enough and that tailback 
Andre Garron didn't have one 
of his best games. Also there 
were six turnovers and passing 
attack that was only seven of 
21 for 5 7 yards. 
Field Hockey Weekend at UNH 
Garron was held to 98 yards 
on 25 carries, but Bowes is 
looking for a better game from 
his whole'offensive unit. "We 
ran well against BU last season 
and we had the receivers open 
against Lafayette Rich Byr-
ne,(the UNH quarterback), just 
didn't get the passes to them.'' 
"This game will be a good test 
for Rich Byrne who we hope will 
be more settled after havin.g 
first-game jitters last week,' 
said Bowes. "We should be able 
to throw against this team, and 
although we want to run the ball 
a lot we will probably need to 
throw well to win.'' 
Although .the game will be 
played under the lights, UNH 
will not be at a total disadvan-
tage, having practic~d under the 
lights twice this week here in 
Durham. , 
The Wildcats will be trying 
to improve on a 12-9-4 record 
against the Terriers who defeat-
ed the Wildcats 21-20 last year · 
Saturday September 21 at 1 pm 
#3 UNH Wildcats vs. #2 Iowa Hawkeyes 
Sunday September 22 at 12 noon, 
#2 Iowa Hawkeyes _vs. #6 U Mass Minutewomen 
in Durham. · ._ ______________________ _ 
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Sports 
UNH football · team tangles with Terriers · 
By Steve Langeyin 
Yankee Conference play op-
ens. this weekend and the three 
favorites to cop the title, the 
University of Rhode Isl.and, 
UNH, and Boston University, 
are all in action tomorrow. URI, 
(1-1) the coaches preseason 
favorite, hosts the 2-0 U niver-
sity of Maine Black Bears, while 
the second and third rated teams 
, the UNH Wildcats and the BU 
Terriers, battle under the lights 
at BU's Nickerson Field at 6 pm. 
''It's a big game because it is 
our first conference game and 
we don't want to start out 0-1," 
_ said UNH head coach Bill 
Bowes. "Us and BU are sup-
posed to be two of the top 
Yankee Conference teams so it 
should be a tough game." 
Both teams will be trying to 
rebound from poor o(fensive 
performances that resulted in 
opening game losses. UNH fell 
20-7 to Lafayette and BU lost 
to Division I Wake Forest 30-
0. 
The Terriers managed only 
15 9 total yards against the 
bigger Wake Forest squad, 40 
yards rushing and l l9 passing, 
but were without starting quar-
terback Pat Mancini for most 
of the game. M <i'ncini got 
knocked out of the game with 
bruised ribs on the third play 
of the game but is expected to 
be ready to go against the 
Wildcats. 
The passing combination of 
.1'.fancini and receiver Billy 
Brooks together with the run-
ning of tailback Randy Pettus 
will get most of the attention 
of the Wildcat defense which 
played well in the losing effort 
last week. Brooks hauled in 
seven catches last week, but 
Pettus was held in check~ rush-
ing for only 3 7 yards. 
"BU is an experienced offen-
sive team with only one kid gone 
from its offensive line," said 
UNH's Eric Thompson(39) tackled by the Lafayette special teams last week. Tomorrow the Wildcats play at Boston University 
in the Yankee Conference opener for both schools.(Lynne Talbot file photo) 
Bowes."Defensively it isn't as some areas. ''Wehadopportun- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
experienced, but it looked pretty ities to make big plays and didn't 
good in the films against Wake make them," said Bowes. "We 
Forest." tipped several passes instead 
· The Wildcats are led defen- of intercepting them and the 
sively by linebackers, Neal receivers caught a couple of our 
Zonfrelli, nine tackles including tips. Also we had too many 
four sacks, strong safety Tom missed tackles. We hit the ball 
DeGasperis, seven tackles and · carrier at the line of scrimmage 
two pass break-ups, and defen- and he still got three or four 
sive tackl~Brian O'Neill, eight yards." 
tackles. The offense is a different 
Bowes was pleased with the story altogether, as Bowes 
overall performance of the wasn't at all pleased with last 
defense a week ago but is still week's showing. Bowes feels 
looking for improvement in FOOTBALL, page 27 
Field hockey team 
hammers. Vermont 
By J. Mellow 
Two goals each by juniors . 
Sandy Costigan and Karen Ge-
romini led the women's field 
hockey team to a 6-1 thrashing 
of the University of Vermont 
Catamounts Tuesday. 
The win brings t_he Wildcats' 
record to 2-1 and sets the mood 
for UNH's crucial match against 
second-ranked Iowa on Satur-
day. -
"It was an important game 
coming off Northwestern," said 
UNH head coach Marisa Didio. 
UNH faced Northwestern in 
their season opener at Boston 
College and lost 1 ~O. 
"Against Vermont, we want-
ed to play well and finish off 
plays ... the first 15 minutes we 
were right on target with those 
game goals," said Didio. 
UNH's Castsigan and Gero-
mini combined twice to open 
the scoring with a pair of goals 
just ten seconds apart at 2:30 
and 2:40 into the first half. Yet 
after such an early attack, the 
Wildcats seemed to falJ off. 
"For 15 minutes, we utilized 
our corners and got two quick 
. goals," said Didio. "But tpen 
we got into a foll. We kind of 
sat back. Defensively, we wer-
en't recovering with speed; it 
wasn't constant." 
"The first ten minutes we 
played exactly the way we want-
ed to play," said Geromini. "But 
from that point on, we· didn't. 
We got in a lull. We scored 
quickly, but then the momentum 
switched.". · 
lapse, and capitalized on it," said 
Gero mini. 
Though UNH led 2-0 at the 
half, UVM's Joyce DeFreest 
managed to put the Catamounts 
on the board just 2:55 into the 
second half. And though Gero-
mini was able to score at the four 
minute mark, 22 minutes lapsed 
before the 'Cats put one on the 
board again. 
Two last minute goals by 
UNH ju,nior Pauline collins and 
alone by Costigan then capped 
the win for UNH, 6- 1. 
Although the Wildcats didn't 
play up to their potential, Didio 
still holds that the game did 
some good. . 
"It was a good game for us 
as a team. We were able to 
utilize diversity in our field 
players-switching positions, 
etc. We were able to see our 
depth-we utilized all our subs." 
UNH next takes on Iowa this 
Saturday at 1:00. What does 
UNH expect? 
"I think Iowa's going to match 
up to us as far as speed and 
athletic ability on the field," said 
Didio. "We expect to play a team 
very much like ourselves-a 
very fine team." 
"We're psyched," said Gero-
mini. "Winning by that much 
(against Vermont) and still not 
playing to our potential gives 
us a weird kind of confidence. 
We know we can play better." 
"That and we're the under-
dog-we love coming in as the 
underdog," G.eroinini added. 
Wildcat Sandy Vander-Heyden(white) clears the ball out of the defensive zone during UNH's 
6-1 win over Vermont Tuesday.(Suzie Haynes photo) 
As UNH sat back, UVM 
poured it on. 
"UVM sensed our mental 
'T d very much like to see our 
team take a mid-west game," 
said Didio. "It's at home and 
it's on grass,too. I'm confident." 
•, • J 
